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Topics come and go in social psychology,and this is one
that is coming. This is the first Handbook ofSocial Psychologywith a chapter devoted to the role of control and
automaticity in social life. Handbookshave varied somewhat over the years in how they subdivide the field, acting
as barometersto measurethe relative importance of topics
over time-so we are happy to note that this time around
control and automaticity have surfacedas key concepts in
the way social psychologyis being understood.
Theseare not. however,flash-in-the-panideas.The distinction between automaticity and control of behavior has
been with us at leastsince David Hartley remarked in Observations on Man (1749) that "The Motions of the body
are of two kinds, automatic and voluntary." Notions of
control and automaticity have far earlier pedigrees than
this. however. in the philosophical study of free will and
detemtinism, and have resurfacedin psychologyas fundamental themes in the debates earlier in this century between the cognitivists and behaviorists.Perhapsas a reflection of these foundations. and also for contemporary
reasonswe examine in this chapter, it now turns out that
control and automaticity have developed into mature and
important organizing ideas for the understandingof social
behavior. The tricky questions of when and how people
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control their behavior, and the related but not identical
questionsof when and how behavior occurs automatically,
havearrived in scientific social ps,ychologywith a bang.In
this chapter,we askthesequestionsand review what is currently known or surmisedabout ttleir answers.
As a first step in this analysis,we consider the classic
studies of the field with a view toward exploring how concerns about control or automaticity of behaviorhave been
historically central to the field. The middle sectionsof the
chapter serve to define the conct~ptsof control and automaticity in greater detail, first by looking at the natureof
each idea and then by considering how they are interrelated. The final major sectiontreats the social psychologicalliterature on a series of topics for which issuesof control and automaticityhave specialrelevance.Theseinclude
attitudes,social cognition, emotion,and expressivebehavior.

THEMES OF CONTROL AND
I AUTOMATICITY IN THE
CLASSIC EXPERIMENTS
Even with the capricious coming!; and goings of topics in
social psychology consideredover time, there is considerable unanimity in what social psychologistscurrently see
as the core ideas of the field. We make this claim on the
basisof a small and decidedly nonrandomsampleof social
psychologists we recently asked to help us identify the
field's classicexperiments.As it happens,they seemto settle on the samelist almost everytime.
The studies nominated for this honor usually include
Milgram's (1963) obedience exp'~riments,Asch's (1952)
conformity studies,Schachterand Singer's (1962) emotion
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experiments, Festinger and Carlsmith's (1959) cognitive
dissonancestudy,the Darley and Latane (1968)helping experiments, and the Haney, Banks, and Zimbardo (1973)
prison simulation. There are other extremely classic and
wonderful ones, of course,and this particular selection is
certainly influenced by our personaltaste and age and sex
and politics and other shortcomings.We nonethelesssuggest it here becausethese studies are ones that most studentsof our field will know in some detail, and they serve
as useful points of departure for an analysisof control and
automaticity in the field as it now stands.
What do these classic studies have in common? This
questionby itself could occupy an entire seminar on social
psychology,as there are many intriguing resemblan<;:sand
themes. Perhaps the most obvious ~heme,though, is the
emphasison the situational causationof behavior.As Ross
and Nisbett (1991) have reminded us so well, social psychology is the study of situationaldeterminantsof thought,
emotion, and behavior, and its best-known findings highlight the power and insidiousness of situational forces.
Theseclassic studies share a focus on what the individual
does when he or she has to decide or respond in difficult
circumstances,underextreme duress,unusually quickly, or
in an otherwise stressful, uncomfortable position. As a
rule, people in these powerful situations don't acquit themselves very well, as they succumb to pressuresthat make
them do things ranging from nerely uncharitableto frighteningly robotic.
Classic social psychology,in other words, makespeople
appearto be automatons.The situational influences on behavior investigated in these studies often were (a) unintended on the part of the individual, (b) not something of
which the personwas aware, (c) a responseto the situation
occurring before the individual had a chanceto reflect on
what to do (i.e., efficient). or (d) difficult to control or inhibit even when the personwas cognizantof the influence.
As it happens,these are characteristics of automatic psychological processes.not of conscious control, and comprise a handy working definition of automaticity (Bargh,
1994). Let's take a quick look at the classics to see how
one or more of thesefeaturessurface in eachcase.

The ClassicExperiments
Consider first the Festingerand Carlsmith (1959) study, in
which a participantis askedto mislead anotherpersoninto
believing that a boring task is interesting. Participants
themselvescome to believe that the boring task is fun as a
result. but only when they are paid just a dollar for their deception. Those paid $20 do not change their attitudes.
Many later studiesshowedthat suchattitude changeoccurs
only when the participantbelieveshe or shehasfree choice
in lying to the ~ther person(Brehm & Cohen. 1962;Wicklund & Brehm. 1976).Thus. it would not have beenpossi-

ble to obtain the original cognitive dissonancefindings if
the participants in Festingerand Carlsmitll (1959)had been
aware of the power of the experimenter'srequest in instigating their behavior. Action occurring without awareness
was the starting point for this classic finding..
The sameissueseemsto havecome up in Asch's investigations of conformity to group pressure. In fact, Asch
(1952)was expresslyinterestedin whether his participants
were aware of the sources of their own conformity. He
conductedvariations of the basic line-judgment paradigm
to seeif people knew that the majority influence had made
them conform, and to see whether they had deliberately or
unintentionally abandonedtheir own private opinions. On
the basis of these studies,Asch (1952, p. 182)concluded:
"Of significance is the fact that the n1ernberslacked
awarenessthat they drew their strength fu)m the majority,
and that their reactions would change drastically if they
faced the dissenterindividually." Thus, in the Asch conformity paradigm,participantsalso showa lack ofawareness
of the influence that the situation has in determining their
behavior.
As part of his obedience research, Milgram (1963,
1974)focused on a different aspectof automaticity. He attempted to documentthe counter-intentiorwl nature of his
participants' behavior. For example, he gave a sample of
100 psychiatrists,college students,and middle-classadults
a descrIption of the experimental procedure and asked
them to predict what they would do in the experimental
session,were they to take the part of the "teacher" participant instructed by the experimenter to shock the "learning" participant. All theserespondentssaid that they would
stop before 300 volts, and most said that they would stop
giving shocks much earlier than that, regardlessof the experimenter's requestsand demandsthat they continue.The
actual results were quite different, of course; very few of
the actual participants in any variation of the experiment
disobeyedthe experimenterbefore 300 volt!. had ostensibly
beendelivered to the victim. Participantsdid things, then,
that opposedthe bestestimatesof their likely intentions.
The Milgram studiesalso illustrate the e,fficiencyof the
processesthat lead people to obey. Peoplein thesestudies
obeyed pretty much "on the spot," without a lot of time to
reflect on their behavior.When iJe°pleare given time to reflect, and so can turn over in tl.~.; minds wh..t they will be
doing and what its consequencesmay be, more effortful
and less efficient processescan take over.Tile effect of this
is that people decide to behavedifferently, and the degree
of obedienceis actually reduced (Sherman,1980). Again,
then, a classic study illustrates a form of human automatic
behaviorrather than control.
This is also true of Schachterand Singer's (1962) researchon emotion. In their model, a stateof physiological
arousal produced by situational events becomes experiencedas an emotion by virtue of the person'scognitive in-
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terpretation of the situational meaning of the arousa~.For
their research,arousalwas manipulated through an administration of adrenaline to some participants but not others,
but only someof the participants in eachcondition wete informed of the possible excitatory side effects of this
"learning drug." During the experiment,a confederatereacted visibly to the assigned task either with euphoria or
anger,and this influenced the mood of the uninformed but
not the informed participants. That is, participants lacked
awarenessof the cause of their emotional experience,and
if not supplied with a cause by the experimenter,used the
confederate'semotional expressionas a cue as to how they
themselvesfelt:
,
Although neither Schachter and Singer (1962) nor
Schachter(1964) remark on the awarenessor intentionality
of this interpretive process,the tenor of their analysis is
that people are actively and intentionally looking at the situation and its features and ~sing these to construct the
meaning of the physiological state that they are experiencing. However, Schachterand Singer (1962) did not ascribe
to people any greatdegreeof accuracyor sensitivity in detecting the true source of the emotional reaction. (Indeed,
Schachter's [1964,p. 79] discussionof the source of emotion labels closely followed Skinner's [1953, chap. 17]
analysis concerning one's lack of accessto the cau$eof
private, internal events.)If people were generally aware of
the true reasonsfor their emotional state,it would not have
beenpossible for Schachterand Singer (1962)to move the
reported subjectiveexperiencearound by virtue of how the
experi~ntal confederatereactedto the samesituation.
Were"participants in the Darley and Latane (1968) experiments on bystander intervention aware of the effect
that the numberof people presenthad on their likelihood to
help? The authors addressedthis question by asking all
participants whether the presence (or absence)of others
had affected their decisionto help or not to help. Although
all participants reported being aware of the presenqt v.
others,they nonethelessdid not feel that it made anydifference to their behavior (Darley & Latane, 1968,p. 381). In
fact, this very lack of awarenesswas taken as a sign of
hope by the authors that things could be different, as they
ended their article on this optimistic note: "If people understandthe situational forces that can make them he~itate
to intervene, they may better overcomethem" (p. 383). In
these studies, it is also clear that participants were behaving in a rushed, impromptu fashion, and thus neededto
rely on efficient rather than time-consuming judgment

processes.
The final classic studywe consideris the Haney,Banks,
and Zimbardo (1973) prison simulation study,in which the
basementof the Stanford psychology building was turned
into a mock prison that neverthelessbecamequite real for
its occupants. Randomly assignedto the role of guard or
prisoner, participants were so unable to control or inhibit
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the powerful effect of their assignedrole that they seemed
to forget that it was only an experiment that they could
leave at any time. When told they were eligible for parole,
60 percentof the prisonerparticipantssaid they would forfeit all money earned for participation in order to be released,oblivious to the fact that as participantsin an experiment they could have left at any time if they were willing
to forego payment. Thiss,tudy is known for its demonstration of the transforming power of the guard and prisoner
roles on the personalities of the participants,turning them
into sadistic or servile creatures, respectively-behavior
that ran counter to the participant's intentionsas to how to
behave in that situation,as assessedby self-report personality inventoriesand the participants' responsesduring the
lengthy debriefing process.The participants reported regretting their inability to inhibit the responsesto the situation, both as guardsand as prisoners.
The classic experim"uts all seemto highlight a basic
conflict betweenthe.automaticity of behavior and the desire to control it. In each case,we find people behaving in
ways they do not seemto control, but which are at the same
time so morally reprehensible or just plain blockheaded
that they cry out for control. Participants in these studies
believe their own hypocritical lies, make patently dishonest
judgments in order to conform, obey instructions to hurt
others,blindly mimic otht:rs' emotions,ignore the plight of
people in distress, or adhere slavishly to assigned roles.
They seemto be led alml:>stcasually out of control. Each
classic experimentis a morality play in which Everyperson
is led astrayby his or her unwitting susceptibility to social
influence, lapsing into unaware automaticity at the precise
juncture when conscious control seemsso important. The
haunting suspicion that people should "know better" appearseverywherein the classics,and it is this fundamental
observationthat fuels mut:hof the social psychological interestin the natureof control and automaticity.

The ExperimentalControl of PersonalControl
In a way, this had to happen.An emphasison automaticity
is a natural result of the social psychological desireto observe genuine' behavior. Researchers don't want to be
fooled by a participant's self-presentations or deceptive
motivations,and in the pursuit of genuineness,they restrict
the focus of the experiment's microscopeto items that the
personcouldn't control or evenbe interestedin controlling.
Behavior that occurs without an individual's awareness,or
that occurs quickly, uninte,ntionally,or uncontrollably,after
all, seemsto have a stamp,of genuinesson it-it is the real
responseto the situation, l1otjust somethingthe personhas
devised for the experimenter'samusementor misdirection.
In the attempt to rule out these strategic explanations,experimental social psychology's special brand of "princi-
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do--and thendid what they were told. This seemsa pedestri~ observationindeed,but its apparentsubtletymasksits
considerableimportance. The fact is, people participating
in the classicexperimentswere almostalwaysconsciousof
an intention, following a plan, putting forth effort in thinking about some aspectof their activity, and inhibiting or
controlling certain behaviors. Social psychological researchhas long depended on the ability of people to do
many different things in response to instruction, even
though it is only recently that the person's instructed performancehas come to be understoodas a key focus in the
study of control processes(Wegner& Pennebaker,1993).
What this means is that control is not absent in the
world at large just becauseresearchersare interestedin aspects of behavior that are automatic in experiments. Instead,it makessenseto understandhuman behavior in experimentsand elsewhereas consisting of elementsof both
automaticity and control. As we shall see,the broaderpart
of behavior in social situations is governed by a welter of
automatic processes,manyof which do end up yielding exactly the kinds of mindlessgesturesrecorded in the classic
experiments.Against this backdrop of automaticity, however, there is also an important, powerful thread of consciouscontrol. Psychologicalprocessesthat are simultaneously open to awareness,intentional, inefficient, and able
to be inhibited do exist, and are linked together into the
chain of our waking sociallives.
The nature and interplay of thesecontrol and automatic
sourcesof behaviorare mattersof continuing discovery in
our field. Becauseexperimentalsocial n:searchhasdug the
idea of control into something of a hole:,we begin our excavationsin the analysesthat follow by I:onsideringcontrol
first. As we shall see,it turns out that the idea of control is
down in that hole becauseit is the foundation concept on
which an understandingOf automaticity stands.
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havior that is determined.In this view, control is what is left
over once the scientific analysis of behavior is completed.
As we have seen,the strategy of classic researchin social
psychologyhas often beento limit or circumventthe operation of voluntary or control processeswith a view toward
discovering thoseautomaticforces that determinebehavior.
In this way of thinking, it seemsthat the bestrole left over
for a conceptof control is as somekind of homunculus-an
agent, spirit, or magical entity that has the specialproperty
of being able to do things that are not caused.
Consternation over this kind of control has troubled
psychologists and philosophers alike, and the whole study
of goal-oriented activity on the part of humanshas carried
on under something of a clolf<l as a result (Wegner& Vallacher, 1987). The philosopher Gilbert Ryle (1949) referred tQconscious control as "the ghost in the machine,"
for example, and dismissed the theory of psychological
control as inconsistent with the causal determinism of behavior. He reasonedthat the ghost is unnecessaryif all it
does is haunt the machine that actually churns out everything the person does. And even if the ghost could have
an influence on the machine, Dennett (1984) has observed that this hardiy provides a kind of free will worth
wanting. A controller whose primary activity in life is
doing things that are not caused by prior events seemsno
more than a capricious imp one would not trust with a
water balloon.
Why then retain the conceptof psychological control?
For one thing, most people have an unshakeablyinsistent
sensethat they control their behavior in accord with their
conscionsthoughts and attitudes,and this should not be ignored as long as we hope to continue to stay on speaking
terms with the humanrace. More important, though, is the
realization that control is not the opposite of determinism.
The way in which people control their behavior is no less
determined than the way in which their automatic behavior
occurs. Control is merely one conduit by which the determinants of behavior express their influence. Far from the
ghost in the machine, then, the processof control is a particularly interesting machinein the machine.
This approach may strip away the mystery of control
too completely,leaving it naked and squinting in the light.
The sensethat we humanscauseour actionsis indeedcompelling, and any analysis that offends this senseruns the
risk of prompt rejection. We believe that this senseor feeling of control is not good evidencethat the ghostly form of
control exists, however,as there are people who sensethat
they control the rotation of the earth and that certainly
doesn't mean they do. The senseof control is itself an intriguing property of humans that can be conceptualizedas
an effect and as a cause of deterministic processes.As we
shall see,there is much to be gained by viewing psychological control simply as a processthat producesbehavior,
a process that has certain fundamental characteristics no
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matterwhether the behavior issuesfrom humans,animals,
plants,or machines.(Ghosts,however,need not apply.)
The initial discovery that control in humans could be
studied in this way is widely attributed to Norbert Wiener's
(1948) Cybernetics,a book that introduceda computational
approachto the problems of control-although glimmerings of the idea are also found in Craik (1948). The use of
self-guiding mechanismshad sweptthe field of engineering
in the yearsjust before and after World War ll, and it was a
natural next step to consider how such control systems
might model human thought and behavior (Heims, 1991).
Simple mechanicalgadgetssuchas the thermostat,the engine governor, and the logic circuit could be given goals
(e.g., 72 Fahrenheit, 2400 RPM, "True"), and they could
thenregulatethe behaviorof systemssuch that those goals
could be met. Altho'ugh it seemsperfectly natural now to
describehumansas intelligent machinescontaining control
systems,this was a revolutionary idea at the time, as it
broke down many of Ryle's and other behaviorists' objections to the studyof a "ghost" that behavedin accord with
unobservablepurposesand goals. Eventually, this breakthrough produced a large literature on control in humans,
and it is to the elementsof suchcontrol that we turn next.

Elementsof Control
At the most basic level, to control somethingis just to influence it in a certain direction. A hat controls hair, for instance,and a person holding a leash controls a dog. We
don't usually call inJt1uence
"control" when its direction is
random or unknown. So, for example,we wouldn't saythat
a tropical windstorm controls hair or that a roomful of
humpablekneescontrols a dog.
Theseintuitions aboutthe everydaymeaning of control
coincide well with formal analysesof the elementsof control, as suchanalysestypically begin by distinguishingtwo
featuresof control--a control action (the influence)and a
control criterion (the direction). Control involves acting
upon something until a certain criterion is reached. In the
caseof the hat, the c,[)ntrolactionis rather static,as the criterion involves simply keepingthe hair from escaping.The
case of walkint a dog on a leashillustrates dynamic control, in turn, as the criterion might be to get the dog moving
toward the park and the action might involve pulling at the
leash while the dOI~leans hard toward something that
smells interesting.
Control theories also make a general distinction betweenthe input and output of a control process.The input
to a control processis information from outsidethe control
systemthat setsthe t:riterion. The desireto "keep my hair
down" might be tholLghtof as the input when a personputs
on a hat, whereasthe person's desire to "walk the dog to
the park" might be iliought of as the input in the caseof the

Jersonwalking the dog on the leash. What the hair or the
jog does, in turn, is commonly called the control system'sI
Ju:tput.The output is the behavior of the targetof control.
There is a distinction between open-loop and closedloop control in engineering that is particularly important
for psychology. An open-loopcontrol system(also sometimes called afeedforward system)is one in which the control action is independentof the system'soutput. So, for instance,a timed microwave oven is an open-loop syste
becausethe action (microwaving) is rsetto a criterion (say,
4 minutes for microwave popcorn)and doe~n'tchangeas a
result of the system's output (the temperatureor doneness
of the popcorn). A closed-loop control system(also called
a feedback system) is one in whi4h the control action is
somehowdependenton the system's output. Some ovens
come with an attachedmeat thermometer,for example,that
can be inserted in a roast and that will turn off the oven
whenthe meatreachesa pre:-ettemperature.
Although a meat thermometermay not quite capturethe
excitement we were hoping to create here ("C'mere,
everybody! Look what they're writing about now!"), we
wish to emphasizethat closed-loop control is important for
conceptualizing human self-control of behavior. This is
largely becauseclosed-loop control is more effective than
open-loop control in any circumstance in which there is
variabilitY-"![ld life throws lots of variability our way. Mi;.
crowave oven popcorn is notoriously variable, too, for instance,so it is no wonder that when we only get to setthe
cooking time (an open loop) we end up sometimes with
unpoppedkernels and others with a bag of cinders. Occasionally the instructions on the bag will tell us to listen for
the number of pops per secondlate in the time interval, and
this adds a measureof closed-loop control to the system
that can up our hit rate on decent popcorn. But really, it
would be nice to have a microwave with a popcorn donenesssensorand enjoy closed-loopcontrol all the'time.
Open-loop control can be thought of as control that begins with a very specific plan, and then sticks to it. This
kind of control involves starting off with the control criterion already set, and then not checking again to seeif the
control criterion is being met. Open-loop control is what
we humansdo when we mustbehavevery quickly or when
there's no chance for adjustment,and it probably also correspondsto the starting point of many of our behaviors.
When we set out to do something, after all, we don't just
begin blindly doing anything at all and then check to see
whether that random act got us any closer to the control
criterion (Carver & Scheier,1990).We begin with a launch
plan of sorts. Open-loop control, in this sense,is more
characteristic of an automatic process than a control
process,and there are many automaticprocessesthat function just to "launch" behavior in this way, with no further
steeringor guidance.What this meansis that the essenceof
control is the closing of the loop, the connection between

the system's control action and its prior output. In contrast
to automaticity,control involves making adjustmentsto the
output through further control action when prior outputs
haven't met the control criterion.
The idea that controlled human behavior stems from
closed-loop control systemshas appeared in a variety of
psychological theories. Perhapsthe best-known feedback
theory in psychology is the test-operate-test-exitor TOTE
unit introduced by Miller, Galanter,and Pribram(1960; see
Figure I). These theorists proposed that the influence of
plans on human behavior cou.ldbe modeled by a control
systemthat exerts control actions to reducethe incongruity
between a behavioral output and a control criterion. The
TOTE sequence(I) tests for the oogreeto which the output
is consistentwith a control criterion, (2) operatesa control
actionto increasecongruity with the criterion, and (3) tests
again for the degreeto which output matchesthe control
criterion. If it doesn't match,the control action is initiated
again (2), but if it matches,then (4) the loop is exited. A
TOTE unit of this kind provides a general way of understanding how people might control behaviors all the way
from hammering a nail into a board through getting a
Nobel Prize. In essence,every suchbehaviorinvolves multiple iterations of two events:doing somethingand checking to seewhether what was done achievedthe goal.
Although we commonly think of control in terms of the
"operate" function-after all, that's the part of control that
actually supplies influence--the "test" function of the
TOTE unit reminds us of the: other important element of
control: the comparator or /1'1onitor(Powers, 1973). For
successfulfeedback,some comparison must be made betweenthe control system'soutputand the control criterion.
If one is trying to impressthe boss by stampingout the answers to math problems with one's foot, for example, it
would be nice to know wheltherone is in fact making a
good impression.A monitoring or comparingprocessmust
somehowbe built into any (;ontrol system such that the
control action will occur wht:neverthere is a discrepancy.
The monitor learns pf the discrepancyand "feeds back" by
initiating the control action.
Control has beendescribedin a different way by Newell
and Simon (1972) in terms of what they call production
systems-contro: jstems that \Jperatethrough a seriesof
conditional or if-then statemc~nts.
One could write a computer program to get a robot down the street, for example,
with statementsin it suchas "if the traffic light is red, then
stop," "if the traffic light is ~:reen,then go," "if going and
right foot on pavement,then, step with left foot," and "if
going and left foot on pavemt~nt,then step with right foot."
A list of such statements cl[)uldbe reviewed repeatedly
suchthat when any "if" turns out to be true, the associated
"then" is produced. The program's repeated review of
theseconditional statementsis continually "watching" for
eachof the conditions,monil:oringthe relation of the robot
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to the environment to determine whether each control action should be taken. The production systemis monitoring
the robot's progress.
In a sense,then, control involves constant or repeated
vigilance, a kind of self-consciousnessor self-knowledge
that is wired into the control system. The test process is
more than a mere error-checker,in this light-it is the critical element that createsthe "loop" wherebythe systemis
influenced by its own past actions. Any systemthat is reflexive in this way has special properties that make it fundamentally more adaptive (and unpredictable) than systems that do not (Hofstadter, 1979).The scientific study of
nonlinear dynamical systemsand chaos (Gleick, 1987;Vallacher& Nowak, 1994)involves the mathematicaldescription and understandingof just suchreflexive systems.
It may have beenthe resemblanceof this reflexive feature of control to the self-awarenesspeople feel in social
situations (Duval & Wicklund, 1972; Wicklund, 1975) that
inspired Carver and Scheier (1981,1990) to introduce a
general theory focused on the role of self-awarenessin the
control process.This theory suggeststhat the adjustments
people make in their social behavior arise becauseself-attention prompts people to reduce discrepancies between
their actual behaviorand standardsof correctness.Noticing
that one is not being as helpful as one would like to be
(Duval, Duval, & Neely, 1979), for example,or as aggressive as one would hope (Carver, 1975) or as unprejudiced
as one would prefer (Macrae, Bodenhausen,& Milne,
1995), all involve monitoring how discrepantone's behavi~ is from a control criterion. Experimentally increasing
self-focused attention beyond its natural levels enhances

control in eachof these cases,and this points to the crucial
role of the monitoring processin the occurrenceof control.
A final important element of control processesis the
setting of the control criterion-how the control system's
input is achieved.When we set a thermostatto a particular
temperatureand let it control the furnace, for example,we
provide the input to the systemby giving the thermostata
control criterion. The question of how criteria are set for
human control is som(~timesjust this simple; our commanding officer in the nrilitary may setus to "march" or to
"shoot" and we may accept that input without question
(Milgram, 1974). MilleJret al. (1960) suggest,too, that this
is howhypnosisoperate:s.
The control criterion is setby the
hypnotist and the hypnotic subject then acts as a control
systemseekingthat criterion..Environmentalreminderscan
suggestcontrol criteria to us when we are not hypnotized,
of course,and so set us toward the purposesthey suggest
(Bargh& Bamdollar, 1'~96;Bargh & Gollwitzer, 1994).
Sometimespeople set their control criteria themselves.
When we choosewithout anyobvious externalurging to go
to college or to take up selling drugs, for example,it could
be said that we have set our own control criteria. Carver
and Scheier (1981) andlPowers (1973)have suggestedthat
the setting of suchcriteria is the output of a prior control
system,and that it is thus possible to imagine a hierarchy
of control systemsin which the outputsof those above provide inputs for thosebI~low.The developmentof conscious
plans to behave,in this light, is the output of a control system that selects from among different alternative actions,
perhaps in accord witlrbroader principles or values. The
personwho choosescollege over selling drugs may do so
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because of a higher-order control system with a control criterion set to "be good."
Choosing states of mind may follow this pattern as well.
Wegner andWenzlaff(1996) propose that such mental control involves a mental state selection process that functions
to set us in pursuit of particular mental states. So, for instance, when we get it in our heads that we want to avoid
thinking about an old flame, that we want to fall asleep, or
that we want to stop being angry, these goals are often set
for us by a higher-level process that decides that a certain
mental state would be good in our particular situation. Although we may experience a variety of mental states just
because they are elicited automatically by our environments, we can also intentionally control them when control
criteria are set that institute mental states as goals.
Knowing whether an input to a control system comes
from inside or outside the person may ultimately be less
important than knowing simply what it is. As it turns out,
inputs to control systems can occur under different descriptions, and this turns out to be particularly crucial for understanding how actions are launched and how they are then
monitored. Actions can be identified at various levels,
stretching from low-level details to higher-level purposes
or effects (Vallacher & Wegner, 1985, 1987; Wegner &
Vallacher, 1986). Someone who "shoots a person," for example, can also be said to have done what might be identified at lower levels as "moving a finger" or "pulling a trigger." The act might also admit to higher-level identities
such as "protecting oneself" or "getting into trouble" or
"committing a crime." Clearly, unless control processes
for action are incredibly complex and somehow anticipate
the many ways in which an act can be identified, the input
to such a process is likely to be just one of these act identities, not all. In this sense, any control process is rather single-minded, focusing '"'n the productic' c" only a very circumscribed effect.
In summary, the elements of control in psychological
theory center on the description of the closed-loop control
or feedback system. Such a control system changes something (produces output) by performing an operation (a control action) whenever it is discovered (by a monitoring
process) that there is a discrepancy between the system's
output and a desired state (a control criterion). The system's input sets the control criterion, and this can come
from many possible sources including the environment and
other control systems.

Conscious Control
The control processeswe have encounteredthus far don't
really distinguish our mental operations from those of a
very elaboratehouseholdappliance.To go to the next level
and become really human,we need to add anotherfeature

that is at once immense, confusing, exciting, wondrous,
and, to some commentators anyway, possibly uselessconsciousness.Intuitively, after all, most people think of
control in humansasconsciouscontrol, so much so that the
term "unconscious control" doesn't seemright at all. To
begin understanding the role of consciousnessin control
we needto examineconsciousnessitself.
Consciousness
A useful way to approach the analysis
of consciousness is to distinguish conscious mental states
from other mental states. A men1:alstate may be said to be
conscious when it is accompanied by a roughly simultaneous but higher-order thought about that very mental
state (Armstrong, 1980; Rosenthal, 1993). So, for example, the conscious experience of pain involves more than
the simple registering of a painl'ul sensation in the mind.
It includes a parallel realization that one is having this
sensation, a thought that "I am J'eeling pain." Some commentators even describe this distinction in terms of separate parts of the brain, one of which is focused on some
item of mental content, and the ,other of which is focused
on the fact that the first is focused on that item (e.g., Gazzaniga, 1988; Jaynes, 1976). Others suggest that the important characteristic of conSCiO!llSneSS
is that the self becomes involved; sensations and actions come to have an
author, the "I" (Dennett, 1991; Kihlstrom & Tobias,
1991).
The main idea here is captured with a distinction between two sorts of consciousness. The more rudimentary
sort is what Armstrong (1980) I:alls minimal consciousness-just what distinguishes mt:ntal activity from mental
passivity. A person is minimally conscious if the mind accepts inputs such as sensations and produces outputs such
as behavior-in
other words, it is not unconscious. One
can infer that even a sleeping person is minimally conscious when, say, one prods the person in mid-snore and
the person turns over. It is easy to think of animals as having this sort of consciousness, and this is probably the kind
of consciousness many of us enjoy for much of what we do
on a daily basis. Although such "reactivity" (Jaynes, 1976)
is no more sophisticated than what plants do when they
turn toward the sun, it is a beginning. We are plugged in to
the world, a big step above com,atose. But this is not full
consciousness.
In full consciousness, a stream! of higher-order thoughts
carries on in parallel with one's (minimally conscious)
mental or physical activities. As one thinks in turn of, say,
one's fingers moving at a compulter keyboard and then the
music playing in the distance, there is the parallel presence
of a higher-order thought of the l'act that one is minimally
conscious of each of these things ("I was typing along and
then I heard the lilting strains of ~,onder flugelhom "). This
is something that the garden-variety houseplant can never
enjoy, no matter how vigorously it turns toward the sun
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each day. Full consciousness irttroduces thoughts about
what we are thinking and doing. Such higher-orderthought
is not always present.One's finger could move at the key"'
board and one could respondto the music (perhapsby baying softly). quite without full consciousness.as the mind
normally carries on many such activities without makirtg
us think of the fact that itis doing them. When' full consciousnessdoes occur. however,the mind is occupied not
only with the keyboardand music, but simultaneouslycarries on a streamof thought aboutthe fact that it has eachof
theseoccupationsin turn.
The observation that full. consciousnesscan come and
go, visiting some of our minimally consciousact(vitiesand
skipping past others, has long been appreciated by psychologists. Jastrow(1906) remarkedon the common experience of performing some routinized action and finding
,
one's mind wandering away from the act, only then to
"come to" and realize that for sometime one has beenunaware of what one was doing (see also Carpenter,1874).
Sucha return of full consciousnesscan also occur on purpose, and this correspondsto "introspective" consciousness (Rosenthal,1993).Like full consciousness,introspection involves higher-order thoughts about one's acts of
minimal consciousness(Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). In introspection, however,the higher-orderthoughts are intended,
whereasin normal full consciousnessthe occurrenceof the
higher-ordertrain of thought seemsunintended.
Full consciousnessalso seemsto havea specialconnection ...,erhlanguage. We don't normally talk about or describe mentalevents of which we are minimally conscious.
The mental events that are fully conscious, on the other
hand, are quite readily narrated in language-so readily
that it seemsthat such narration may somehowbe a fundamental part of the way in which we become fully conscious (Dennett, 1978). Although we may sometimeshave
trouble putting our fully consciouscontents into the right
words, we are never doubtful of the possibility that we can
put them into somewords. Part of what happenswhen we
reach the higher-level thoughts about our minimally-conscious contents may involve the translation of the experience into a sequentialform that allows it to be renderedin
language, In this vein, Dennett (1969) made a distinction
much like the one betweenfull and minimal consciousness
in which he suggestedthat being aware. (a verbalizable
awareness)is not the same as being awarez (a mere connection With stimulation that causesbehavior). Speaking
yet more broadly, it may be that the role of consciousness
in translating the parallel, time-unbound workings of the
mind to the demandsof a serial, sequentialoutside world
transcendslanguage per se. Serializationis a property imposedon all responsesto the environment(suchas actions)
which must take place one at a time (see Bargh, 1997;
Lashley, 1951; Shallice, 1972; Vallacher& Wegner, 1985),
and this seemsto be an important part of what full consciousnessdoes.

The leap from minimal to full consciousnesshas been
explained in another related way among developmental
psychologistsstUdyingthe child's "theory of mind" (Astington, HalTis,& Olson, 1988;Leslie, 1987; Gopnik, 1993).
Researchersin this tradition haveobservedthat childrenexperience a transition during the ages of three to four in
which they become capable of thinking about their own
mentalstatesand those of others.Before this, a child might
reportafter discoveringthat a candy box containedpencils,
for example,that he or shehad always thought it contained
pencils and had neve,rheld the mistakenbelief that it held
candy--even thoughthis was clearly the case.Similarly, the
child might attribute knowledge of the pencil contents to
anotherchild being shownthe closed candy box for the first
time. This apparentextensionof what the child knows now
into answers about what the child knew before or about
what other uninformed children know now suggestsan inability to representmental contentsas independentof reality. This basic ability would seemto be necessaryfor the
operation of the higher-orderthinking associatedwith full
consciousness.In this light, full consciousnessis something
we gain whenwe developthe capacitynotjust to have mental states,but to think and talk aboutthem.
With this understandingof consciousness,we can now
turn to the questionof consciouscontrol. Our analysis of
consciousnessinto two fonns suggeststhat some proportion of a person'scontrol processesmaycarry on with only
minimal consciousru~ss,whereas the remaining control
processeshave full consciousness.In what follows, we will
use the tenn "conscious control" to refer only to the case
of full consciousness.
To examine conscious control, we must be careful to
specify when the consciousnessof interest is occurring.
Consciousprocessescan occUr (1) well in advanceof behavior as we think, plan, or deliberateabout what we will
do, (2) in the fonn of conscious intention that appearsin
mind just before the l:ehavior occurs,and (3) during a behavior as we consciollsly notice aspectsof the enactment.
To keeptheseepochsof consciousnessstraight, let us call
them conscious planning, conscious intention, and consciousmonitoring. Eachof thesepoints of consciouscontact with control is worth consideringseparately.
Conscious Planning There seemsto be little doubt that
work done in the mind, and of which we are fully conscious,can contribute importantlyto subsequentcontrol of
behavior. Although filII consciousnessof goal sele;:tion
and behaviorplanning may not be a necessaryrequirement
for cognitive control of behavior (Bargh & Gollwitzer.
1994). it is often sufficient. Conceptualizations of conscious planning usually divide it into two bnds of
processes(Miller et al., 1960; Vallacher& Wegner,1985).
eachof which has attracted considerable researchattention. One set of conscious processesdeliberatesamong
multiple possible goals of action (e.g.. Carver & Scheier.
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Higgins, 1987; Markus & Nurius, 1986; Mischel,
lJnlor. & Feldman, 1996; Powers, 1973; Vallacher &
\\~2ner,1985).Another set of consciousprocessescreates
'r r~lrievescoursesof action to achievea given goal (e.g.,
\~Ison, 1981; Bower, Black, & Turner, 1979; Gollwitzer,
~y3:Graesser,1978; Schank & Abelson, 1977). In terms
't'controlprocesslanguage,thesetwo emphasesfocus,re'r~ctively, on the control criterion (what to do) and the
,\1nlrolaction (howto do it).
Theseconsciousplanning processesappearto build the
;'Jlhwaysfor future action, but they do not seemto compel
:h~ action to occur. A person may well have thought
:hroughseveral potential goals and selectedjust the right
,'ne.for instance,and thenhaveconsideredin detail how to
~haveso as to achieve that goal, but still just not do it. In
:hissense,consciousplanning is preparatoryratherthan in..:vilablyeffective in producing controlled activity. This re:Jlarkable
wobbliness in the causallinkage from planning
to actingis clear to anyonewho has lain in a cozy bed too
longin the morning, uselesslyresolving againand againto
g~tup-a fact observedearly on by James(1890,Vol. 2,p.
52~).Much of the researchon consciousplanning hasfocusedon this tenuous link (see Baumeister,Heatherton,&
rice. 1995; Fiske, 1989; Gollwitzer, 1993; Mischel et al.,
1996),as this seemsto be the central impediment in the
pathto self-control. It has been learned, for example, that
,'onsciousplanning is more likely to compel action when it
l!i detailedand includes reasons for action (Ajzen, 1991),
~henplanned identifications of what will be done match
theperson's ability to act (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987),
~'henthe initiation of plans is linked to specific future environmentalevents (Bargh & Gollwitzer, 1994; Gollwitzer,
1993),and when consciousimagesof the action have been
formed (Anderson & Godfrey, 1987; Feltz & Landers,
1983). Still, the specific moment of the transition from
consciousplan to action remains somehowoutside of consciouscontrol. As we shall see,this seemsto occurbecause
consciousintentions are not the causesof actionwe had alwayshopedthem to be.
Conscious Intention
After planning, the next point at
which consciousnessparallels control processesis in the
consciousintention to behave.An interesting approachto
therole of conscious intention is suggestedby the work of
Libet(1985). His studieshave focused on the prior finding
thata "readiness potential" (RP), a scalp-recorded slow
negativeshift in electrical potential generatedby the brain,
beginsup to a second or more before a self-paced,apparently voluntary motor act (Gilden, Vaughan, & Costa,
! 966; Kornhuber & Deecke, 1965). In studies of spontaneous,intentional finger movement (e.g., "Please move
your finger voluntarily and intentionally at some point in
the next few minutes"), Libet found this RP precededthe
OCcurrence
of finger flexion (measuredelectromyographically) by a minimum of about 550 milliseconds.This find-
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ing by itself suggestssimply that some sort of brain activity reliably precedesthe onsetof voluntary action.
The twist that Libet addedhere was to attemptto measure the point in time at which the person has conscious
awarenessof the intention to act. He asked participants
whoseRPs were being measuredto recall the spatial clock
position of a revolving spot at the time of their initial
awarenessof intending or vvantingto move their finger. It
was found that the awarenessof intentionally acting followedthe RP by about 350--400milliseconds. So, although
the consciousintention regularly precededthe actual finger
movement, it occurred well after whatever (unconscious)
brain eventswere signaled by the RP. He was careful, too,
to subtractthe time it took peopleto monitor the clock-so
it appears that conscious intention to act follows the RP
and precedesthe finger movement.
The implication here is tllat consciousnessis somehow
sweepingup after (or at bestduring) the parade,not setting
it all in motion. The consciousnessof voluntarily acting appearsto occur after brain eventsthat causethe action. This
finding remains controversial, as reflected in a variety of
commentariespublished with the Libet (1985)paper.However, at some level Libet's findings are exactly what we
should expect. If conscious intentions popped into mind
without any prior brain activity, nothing but a ghost-in-machine theory could predict when we would perform voluntary actions. Consciousnessoccurring before any brain
event would be spooky indeed. If, however, conscious
awarenessof intention follows brain eventsin this way, the
mechanisticdeterminismof voluntary actionis preserved.
This sequenceof eventsal:,o suggestswhy we perceive
that our consciousintentions causeour actions. The brain
events associatedwith the RP probably produce both the
conscious intention and the observableaction in sequence
(see Figure 2). Becausewe bt~comeconsciously aware of
anything at all in this sequencl~for the first time just when
the conscious intention occurs, and this intention is then
typically followed by the action, it makesgood sensethat
we would developthe strong impressionthat the conscious
intention was causing the action. This impression could
lead us, then,to supposethat we are agentswho knowingly
cause our acts. The senseof I:onscious control of action
could arisebecauseboth consciousintent to act and the action itself are reliably product:d, in that order, by unconscious prior brain events.
This analysis should not be read to say that conscious
thoughtplays no part in the voluntary control of action. To
the contrary, it is clear that Libet's participants were verbally instructed to move their fingers "at some time," and
so were already fully conscious:of the plan to move in advance of the moment at which the spontaneousintent to
move "now" came to mind. Participantsin Libet's experiments were consciously aware in a general senseof what
they were going to do in the situation, and were merely
waiting for a consciousintention to actto come to mind. In
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a sense. they had intended to intend. Conscious control,
then, may involve considerable influence by prior consciousness(in the form of planning and anticipating when
actions should be done). but apparently little influence by
immediately-prior conscious intention. Consciousnessindicates the direction in which voluntary action is being
launched,but the momentaryconscious intention does not
participate in the actuallaunching.
The key questionfor this analysis is, of course,why one
would want sucha system(cf. Hamad, 1982). Why would
it be useful to have a control system that can be prepared
for act:tc;>n
by prior consciousness.but that produces momentary consciousintentions to act that are not necessarily
themselvescausalof the act?There are at leasttwo suggestions of functions suchconscious intention may serve. For
handy reference, we can call them the responsibility hypothesisand the criterion hypothesis.
The responsibility hypothesishas beenlong suggested
by both social scientists (Mead, 1934)and moral philosophers (Hart, 1948/1949; Feinberg, 1970), and ap~ars as
well in current social psychology (Fiske, 1989; Uleman,
1989). The idea here is that we becomeconscious of our
intentions so that the social rewards and costs for our actions can be calculated,both by ourselvesand others.This
notion hinges on the observationthat responsibility is allocated in social life on the basisof our intentional social actions, and that our sensethat we "could have done otherwise" allows the distribution of social outcomes for what
we did do. We humans developself-conceptionsas agents
based on the actions we knowingly and intentionally perform, and then expect and receive social recognition for
what we havedone and the selvestheseactsrepresent.This
explanationsuggests,in short, that consciousintentionsare
the currency by which we compute who's been bad and
good. This social function presumably has become so
pressing that it hascreatedthe mentalprocessesthat report
our intentions to consciousness.
This is an evolutionary hypothesis,then, that suggestsa long processof development
of the humanability to foreseeour actions.

A secondexplanationfor why we haveconscious intentions is the criterion hypothesis.This is the suggestionthat
intentions alert consciousnessto what we are going to do
so that the conscious monitoring of our actions and their
outcomes can occur. It' we didn't know what we were intending, after all, we wouldn't beable to know whetherour
intention had been successfully achieved. Vallacher and
Wegner (1985, 1987) and Wegner and Vallacher (1986)
spelled out this idea in the theory of action identification,
suggestingthat eachpersonhasa specific,verbalizablenotion of what he or she is doing available for report during
any moment of full consciousness. In other words, the
question "What are you doing?" posedto a consciouspersonalways hasan answer.
In this view, the inteDtionsthat arise in mind as we act
inform us consciously of what to watch for in our behavior-and so of what can be counted as completion of the
action. When we find ourselveswaving a hand in a restaurant, for example, it would be good to know whether we
are "signaling the waiter" or "cooling off our fingers."
This allows us consciously to observe when the action is
finished and whether it is successful, and so to discern
what to do next (or whet:herto do it over). When intentions
are understood consciously in advance of action, they
allow a constaintconscious representationof action to accompanythe action and serveas a guide to its properconstruction. Consciousinte:ntionthus allows consciousmonitoring (our next topic) and provides for updates of
consciousplanning-so to allow action to unfold with the
benefitof feedbackprocc~sses.
To summarize,we should note first that our conclusions
about conscious intention in this section are preliminary
ones. Libet's research,in particular,has not beenfollowed
up by enoughother rese:lrchersto allow us to drawstrong
conclusions. But at this l:JOint,the implication is that conscious intentions signallhe direction of action-but without causing the action. Although the trajectory of controlled action is specified in advance by conscious
planning, it appearsthat the precisebrain eventsthat trig-
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gerthe action may precedeconsciousintention. The role of
conscious intentions, then, may be to serve as signals of
what we will do. These consciousintentions may serve as
socially-drivenindicators of our responsibility for what we
do. or may function as criteria for what we are doing that
allow us to adjust our action as it unfolds.
Conscious Monitoring Consciousnesscan occur during
behavior,and though it can certainly be directed elsewhere
at the time (witness the often-unconscious behaviors of
yawning or scratching),it may often be directed toward the
behavior continuously or occasionally as it unfolds. What
role does such conscious monitoring play in the control
process?As a rule, consciousnessis attractedto action primarily when the action is faulty. This can happen in two
ways. When action is strongly expected to be faulty or
error-prone, we may direct conscious attention to it all
along. Suchpremeditatedmonitoring does not accompany
all action, but it does seemto happen regularly when we
are especiallyconcerned about our ability to control a particular action. The second kind of conscious monitoring
occurs when consciousnessis drawn to action by the occurrence of unexpected turns or errors in the action. We
can refer to these different consciousmonitoring processes
asdeliberate monitoring and event-drivenmonitoring.
Deliberate monitoring plays an important part in the
constructionof difficult action sequences.The beginning
pianist, for example, will struggle through almost every
newpiece deliberately monitoring the action at many levels ("Did I play an F? Why does it sound wrong? Is it
supposedto be a sharp?"). Suchchronic consciousnessof
action, although one of the most painful and anxietyproducingaspectsof being inexpert at an action (Baumeister, 1984; Kirschenbaum& Tomarken,1982; Wine, 1971),
seemsnecessaryfor piecing togetherthe elementsof complex action sequences.Consciousnessof what is or is not
beingdone allows verbal and other symbolic systems(e.g.,
musical notes)to set control criteria for parts of complex
actionsequencesthat may not evenbe consideredwhenthe
personbegins the action as a whole (Bargh & Barndollar,
!996; Norman & Shallice, 1986; Sudnow,1978; Vallacher
& Kaufman, 1996; Vallacher& Wegner,1985).
Event-driven monitoring, on the other hand, seemsto
happenwhen actions that are expectedto go well instead
,omehowget off track. The act of driving a car down the
,treet,for example,can suddenlybecomeconscious when
hetire strays over the yellow line, when the steering wheel
iggles unexpectedly,or when any of a variety of other poentia! discrepanciesoccur. Becauseconsciousnessis not
.ocusedon the action until the error happens,it must be the
:asethat there are unconsciouserror-monitoring processes
hat can thrust their findings into consciousness.Wegner
1994)has suggestedthat every consciously planned conro! processinvokes suchan unconsciouserror-monitoring
Irocess,and that such error monitors function to alert con-

sciousnessto the failure of control and reinstate the conscious planning (orre-planning) of action. From this perspective, the incidental conscious monitoring of action,
like conscious intention more generally,is itself produced
by unconsciousprocesses.
The consequenceof this error-monitoring system is
usually, then, that errors of control are noticed and attempts are made to repair them by instituting new control
criteria. The personwho fails to keepthe car in the proper
lane notices this and consciously plans to steer back into
position. Accor~ing to the theory of ironic processesof
mental control (Wegner, 1994), however,the unconscious
error-monitoring process has its own influence on mind
and behavior that can act ironically to producethe very errors that are being monitored. Someonewho consciously
plans to keepthe car in the lane, for exalnple,institutes at
the same time an ironic monitoring process that searches
for lane-violating behaviors and may eve:nsubtly produce
them.
Examples of the operation of ironic monitoring
processes usually crop up when the pel:son's conscious
control processes are overwhelmed by distractions or
stress.So, for example,peoplewho are trying to suppressa
thought may have difficulty generally (Wc~gner,
Schneider,
Carter, & White, 1987; Wegner, Shortt, Blake, & Page,
1990), but while they hold a number in nlind at the same
time, they find that the thought becomesc~ven
m9re likely
to intrude (Wegner& Erber, 1992). Peopl,~who are trying
to be happy find that under cognitive load, their efforts
make them sad-while those who are trying to be sad find
that such loads make them happy (Wegner, Erber, &
Zanakos, 1993). Similar ironic effects have beenfound in
the control of relaxation (Wegner,Broome, & Blumberg,
1997),sleep(Ansfield, Wegner,& Bowser, 1996),and simple movement(Wegner,Ansfield, & Pillofl', 1996),as well
as in the control of the expressionof sexistthoughts (Wegner, Erber, Bowman, & Shelton, 1996). Pelopleunder cognitive load who try to do these things may find themselves-respectively-agitated, awake, moving, or saying
just the sexist things they were hoping to avoid (Wegner,
1994,1996). It seemsthat imposing consci,ouscontrol and
not allowing it the luxury of plenty of menulI work spaceis
a fine way to prompt ironic errors.
In short, althoughconsciousmonitoring is helpful in the
processeswhereby action is corrected as it is ongoing, it
seems that monitoring also produces its own family of
problems. Deliberate monitoring yields control-repair
processesbut also prompts obsessiveand anxiety-producing overconsciousnessof potential errors. Event-driven
monitoring, in turn, is involved in most fix-ups of faulty
action, but also may produce many instancesof countercontrol~actions precisely in opposition to what was
planned. Although monitoring is an essential element of
control that distinguishesit from automatic processes,it is
not without its disadvantages.
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The Senseof Control
People may sense that they control something when they
do not. A disconcertingexample of this occurred to one of
the authors, for instance, when he was intently operating
the controls of a video game for some time, on;j tp find the
words "Insert Coin" appearingon the screen-to indicate
that the game action was being demonstratedby the machine without any influence from him at all. Pe()ple may
also sense that they do not control something when they
actually do. The seemingly magical movementof a Ouija
Board pointer is an example of this. Although the senseof
control does seemto coincide rather well with actual control in many instances,there are enoughdivergencesto remind us that they are clearly different phenomena(Alloy &
Tabachnik,1984;Ansfield,& Wegner,1996; Langer,1975).
The senseof control has beenfar more widely studied
and celebrated in social psychology than has actual control. Without much concern about whether the sense of
control corresponds with actual control or not, tbeorists
and researchershave examined variations in the senseof
control all by itself-usually with the hypothesisin mind
that a senseof control is always good. It is difficult to tell
exactly where this hypothesisbegan-as it seemsin some
ways to resemblethe idea (also so popular as to be untraceable) that high self-esteemis a uniformly desirable state
(Baumeister,Smart, & Boden, 1996)-and it may be more
a North American cultural world view than a derivation
from. specific theory. The rise of the idea in modem psychology, however,is often ascribedto White's (1959) theory of effectancemotivation.
White held that organismshave an innate desireto have
an effect on their environmentsand gaveexamplesindicating that this desire surfacesin lots of seeminglycapricious
little expressionsof control. Mice who are given a button
to push that changesthe illumination in their cages,for instance,soonarrive at a preferred level and return the lights
to that level if humansattemptto adjustit. The reactionsof
these testy mice represent,for White, expressionsof a general motive for effectancethat drives the behaviorof all orga..ism". This need for masteryand autonomyis satisfied
not only by actual control over the environment, but also
by circumstancesthat produceillusions of suchcontrol.
The largest share of the theory and research on the
senseof control has focused on the analysis of individual"
differences in perceived control, although there has also
been interest in situational variations (see Baumeister,
1998,in this Handbook;Pittman. 1998. in this Handbook).
The number of theoretical constructsproposed in the last
30 years either to representperceived control generally or
to ex!>ressvarious facetsof the idea is truly staggering.An
incomplete list would include locus of control (Rotter,
1966;Weiner. 1974),self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977),and intrinsic motivation (Deci, 1975), to be sure, and then embrace constructs including personalcausation(DeCharrns,

1968). perceived control (Glass & Singer, 1972), attributional style (Peterson,Maier, & Seligman, 1993), illusion
of control (Langer, 1975), personal control (Folkman,
1984), optimism (Scheier& Carver, 1985),psychological
reacrance(Brehm., 1966), personal agency (Vallacher &
Wegner,1989),positive illusions (Taylor & Brown, 1988),
and control motivation (Weary, Gleicher, & Marsh,
1993)-to name a few (see reviews by Haidt & Rodin,
1995; Skinner,1995).
The indications in this voluminous literature that it is
psychologically beneficial to perceive control are simply
overwhelming. And indeed, this is an important message
that hascome to be usc~fulin attemptsto increasethe effectivenessof therapiesmId interventionsof many kinds (e.g.,
Baltes & Baltes, 1986;S. S. Brehm, 1976). It has come to
the point, though, th~t further demonstrationsof perceived
control effects are becoming increasingly uninformative.
Far too many renamings of the dimension have come and
gon:, and analysesof the limitations of this broad effect
are themselves beginning to gather interest (Colvin &
Block, 1994; Burger, 1989; Taylor & Brown, 1994;
Thompson,Cheek,& Crraham,1988).Although it is useful
to pursue the benefits of perceived control for those individuals to whom real ,control is by fate impossible, the
analysis of perceivedcontrol must eventually be integrated
with the study of processesof real control if significant scientific progressis to be Imade.
For our purposes,this literature servesas an important
reminder that control must be understood not only as a
psychological process but as a feeling, an experienceone
has of controlling or being in control. Control requireseffort, and this effort as il is expendedyields a continuous
sensethat one is doing something,not just allowing something to happen. Both the actual expenditureof cognitive
effort, and the phenomenalexperienceof effortfulness,appearto be at a maximumduring consciouscontrol.

SummItry of Control
This review ,f the nature:of control in social psychology
suggeststhat the concept has both a larger and a smaller
meaning. Control in the l.irger senseis a multifarious psychological process that °IJeratesaccordingto control theory. In .his sense,"control" incorporatesa wide array of
the mel;uanismsand features that seemnecessaryin th!'
psychologicalengine that runs a human being. Such control is not opposedto automaticprocessesand insteadcan
be said to include them as an important special case. But
control also hasa more lirruted meaning,one that becomes
particularly evident when 'weconsider it in comparisonto
automaticity. The more limited definition of control includes key properties sUt:h as consciousness,and the
"closed loop" ability to monitor our behaviorso as to vary
it flexibly in responseto ft~edback.We turn n('w to focus

"n
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automaticity,so to put the broad theory of control into
[hisimportantperspective.

THE NATUREOFAUTOMATICITY
Peoplehave always understood that there are functions of
(heirbodies that they can't control, even if they want to.
Thebeating of the heart, workings of the intestines,functioning of the internal organs, and breathing all go on
\\hetherwe want them to or not. If we try to exert c(>ntrol,
suchas by holding our breath,the bodily function eventually wins out over our attempt, even if it has to kn(j)ckus
unconscious
to do so. Hartley's (1749) early mention of the
term"automatic," for instance,was in referenceto bodily
functions,and not anything psychological suchas perception, reasoning, or behavior. Only with the birth of psychologyas a science-that is, only for the past 100 years
of intellectual history-has the mind beenconsideredand
analyzedas an internal bodily organ, instead of a soul or
spiritualessence.Along with this demotion of the mind to
thephysical realm came,among other things, the possibility that the mind, like other bodily organs,could also have
someof its operationsoccurring outside of the individual's
control(see Carpenter,1874; Jastrow,1906).

Historical Overview
In this section, we trace the concept of automiiticity
throughthe history of psychology,beginning with its dual
origins in William James'snotion of habit and Freudrsconcept of hidden, motivated influences on thought. From
thesetwo sourcesdeveloped separateresearchtraditions:
skill acquisition on the one hand, and preconscioz4sprocessingon the other (i.e., the "New Look"; Bruner, 1957).
Although these domains of researchhave very different
historical roots, both are considered today as focusing on
the automaticity of mental life, becausethey are both concernedwith forms of thought that differ in important ways
from conscious control-ones that can operateand run to
completionwithout consciousguidance,just like breathing.
Skill Acquisition Automatic cognitive processes are
mental habits. Although William James (1890) 4id not
havemuch truck with the nonconscious,considering this
:heoretical concept to be "a tumbling ground for whim;ies" (p. 163),he nonethelessbelieved in the importanceof
1abitin daily life. Jamesadvisedyoung people to develop
~oodhabits of social and ethical behavior, and a disciJlinedattitude toward their work life as well, so that these
:ould be carried on throughout life rather effortles$ly and
"ithout much thought. These habits were to be ingrained
IY consistent and diligent practice on a daily basis. Bad
labits,he noted, were very hard to break,and to do so re-

quired the utmostvigilarlce againstthe unwantedbehavior,
and no lapsesor backsliding.
So while James (1890) expressedskepticism about the
importance of nonconscious thought processes,he also
held to a model of automaticity very similar to that of present-day psychology: one in which activities frequently
and consistentlyengagedin requireless and less conscious
effort over time. These ][>atterns
become the deepgrooves
into which behavior falls when not consciously attended,
as in James'famous example of the husbandbeing sent up
to dress for dinner by his wife becauseof unexpecteddinner guests.With his mind on the tribulations of his day at
work, the husbandfails consciouslyto monitor what he is
doing and is found upon the arrival of the gueststo be in
his nightclothesand asleepin bed.
In this example,Jamesanticipatedcontemporarymodels of the interaction of' conscious and automatic mental
processes, in which the role of conscious or effortful
processesis to support strategic deviations from the routine, for which there are no preestablishedpathways (e.g.,
Posner & Snyder, 197:;). When conscious effort is not
forthcoming to support the temporary thought or behavior
strategy,the only recour:;eis the well-worn groovesusually
followed in that situation (resulting in absent-mindedaction slips; Norman, 1981.;Reason,1.979).
Whereas James shied away from the idea of nonconscious cognition, JastrOV'l
(1.906)explicitly applied the concept of habit to mental life. He proposed a subconscious
stratumof thought. Routine,unchangingmodesof perception and reasoningwere held to recedefrom awareness,and
to operateoutsideof consciousness.In this way the subconscious consisted of the residue of extensive,routine conscious activities,asoppctsedto a distinct, unconsciousmental organ. Jastrow(1906,p. 11)contendedthat people were
designedto be awareof ,onlywhat they needto be aware of,
and not to be awareof thloseworkings of the body-such as
the liver or intestine-about which they can do nothing
anyway.He cal1.ed
this tile "principle of utility" and related
it to the operationof the mind as well as the body:
The principle involvl:d is easily formulated. At the outset each step of the ]performanceis separatelyand distinctly the object of attentionand effort; and as practice
proceedsand expertrlessis gained. ..the separateportions thereof becom,efused into larger units, which in
turn make a constantly diminishing demand upon consciousness(p. 42).
Another important point drawn by Jastrow (1906, p. 45)
was the linkage betw(:en awareness and intentionality.
When habitual thought and behavior patterns eventually
drop out of conscious awareness and become subconscious, they also can become subvoluntary. Jastrowthus
recognizedboth the aw:trenessand the intentionality qualities of consciousness.
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During the rest of the twentieth century, skill acquisition research(see J. R. Anderson, 1982; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Smith, ~984,
1998, in this Handbook)proceededto deal with the qevelopment of mental expertise or "procedural knowleClige,."
and particularly with the ability of some cog$itive
processesto operate with a minimum of conscious ~ttention. This is the form of automaticity that Bryan and ijarter
(1899)and Jastrow (1906)had discussedas mental h~bits,
the delegation to the subconscious over time of ro~tine
conscious tasks. In line with Anderson's (1982) more recent notion of compilation of mental skills, Bryan and Harter (1899) held that expertiseconsistsof the automati~ation
of units successively higher in a hierarchy of habits-a
buildup of ever larger units or "chunks" of knowledg(:that
operate autonomously once activated (see also HayesRoth, 1977; Simon, 1974;Vallacher& Wegner,1987). For
presentpurposes,a critical guiding assumptionof s~l acquisition researchhas been that these processeswere put
into motion by an act of conscious will. That is, driving
and typing and searchingfor a target in a rapidly changing
display were describedas becoming automatic after practice, but in all casesthe individual knowingly and iptentionally engagedin the activity.
Research on attentional information processing soon
showed it to be relatively time-consumingin completing its
assigned task, limited in scope at any given moment, and
serial in nature (Miller, 1956; Sternberg,1966).Becaqseof
these limitations, it became clear to attention researthers
"that normal human behaviorcould not take place if all activity had to be governed by attentive processesoperating
in such a limited fashion" (Shiffrin, 1988,p. 740). There
had to be a different, nonattentional,very fast form of processingoperatingas well.
This logical analysis led to research by Shiffrin and
Schneider (1977) and others designed to search fot and
demonstratethe existence of this other, automatic fo\1nof
information processing. In the Shiffrin and Sch~ider
(1977) studies,participants were given considerablepractice in searching for a target stimulus among an array of
other, distracterstimuli. Whereasthe time participants took
to find a target stimulus in a rapidly changing display
began as a function of how many distracters were presentedalong with the target (i.e., set-size),over manytrials
this set-size variable ceasedto matter: participants jwere
just as fast to find the target in a display of sixteen s~muli
as in a display of four or nine. This kind of attentional
searchtherefore had to be parallel in nature,able to scan
many targets simultaneously,otherwise the time taken to
find the targetwould be an increasing function of the number of stimuli to scan.
PreconsciousProcessing A second tradition of research
bears on our contemporaryunderstandingof automaticity.

Unlike researchon skill acquisition, however,this line of
researchdid not assume that the individual's consent or
evenknowledge oLthep.Jlooesswas a necessarycondition
for the obtained effects. Instead, it focused on the initial
perceptualanalysis of th(~environmentthat occurred prior
to conscious awareness:md participation in the prooessing~that is, preconsciou.~infonnationprocessing.This re.
search was inspired by Freudian thinking but was not
guided much by psychoarlalytictheory per se.
The "New Look" in perception(seereviews in Allport,
1955; Bruner, 1957; DixlJn, 1981; Erdelyi, 1974) was the
seminal line of this research,as it focused on motivational
and personality detennina.nts of conscious perceptual
thresholds. (For early tlx~oreticalarguments in support of
preconsciousinfluences (In perception,also see Helmholtz
[1867/1968].)The notion of perceptual defense-in which
thresholdsare higher for I~motionallythreateningstimuliwas controversialat the time becauseit required perceptual
analysis to occur prior t() the percept reaching conscious
awareness.This violated the then firmly held assumption
that consciousperceptionwas entirely determinedby qualities of the stimulus (see Stevens, 1951)and so emotional
and other experiential reactions to the stimulus had to be
both in conscious awarenessand post-perceptual. There
was greatresistanceas a result to the idea of preconscious
perceptualanalysis,and so the New Look researchfindings
were largely discreditedand treated with skepticism(Erdelyi, 1974).The rehabilitation of the New Look ideas took
place only after advancesin cognitive theory and research
had diminished the importanceof consciousnessin perceptual analysis (Neisser,19()7;Shiffrin, 1988).
A major reason for the reduced importance given to
conscious, intentional processesin perceptual interpretation was a separateresearchthread on selective attention,
which grew out of Broadlbent's (1958) work. Broadbent's
theory was that selective attentionis driven by an early internal gating of incomin~:infonnation, basedon its physical features. Sourcesof information to which attentionis
not directed are simply OIJtpicked up. Quickly, however,it
became apparent that some information did get through
this attentional barrier,being processeddespitethe fact that
consciousattentioffis dirl~ctedelsewhere.Treisman (1960)
found that narrationpresentedto the unattendedear in a dichotic listening task somc~times
drew attentionif it was related to the meaning of the content presentedto the attended ear (although' this effect occurred relatively
infrequently). This could only occur if the material presentedto the unattendedear was analyzed for meaning at
leastto someextent.
Following Treisman's (1960) finding, there was considerable debate between so-called early-selection and lateselection theorists. Broadbent and Treisman were among
thosewho believedthere is only a limited amount of nonattentional analysis of informational input for meaning;
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:-';~i~~~r( 1967) made this position the mainstream within
l.'tlgniti,~ psychology. Others. such as Deutsch and
()~utsch ( 1963; also Erdelyi. 1974; Marcel. 1983) posited a
full and complete preconscious analysis of ~11sensed information for meaning and importance. with entry into con,..'iousness determined by the relevance of the activated
m~anings for the goals of the individual.
Although theorists today continue to stake out different
ro~itions as to the extent of pre~onscious analysis for
m~aning. the dominant contemporary view continues to be
that expressed by Neisser (1967) and Normal (1968).
Building on research in the Gestalt tradition on the developm~nt of percepts. which traced the stages of perception
Irt)m sensation to pattern recognition to figural synthesis of
th~ final. consciously perceived object (Havell & Draguns.
1957: Werner. 1956). Neisser (1967) persuasively argued
that all perception had to involve a process of construction.
Th~ final percept that feels phenomenally immediate to
us-the house or tree or person-is actually the result of
,onsiderable precognitive processing. How~ver. the extent
of this preconscious analysis. according to Norman (1968).
,,as not the same for every stimulus event, His model of
,~I~cti,~ attention emphasized the match between the
'tr~ngth or diagnosticity of external information and the
rca,jiness or accessibility of memory representations relevant to that information. These sources of aqtivation jointly
J~t~rmined ",'hich external information entered conscious
a\\areness and attention.
But this is only what the New Look theorists had been
arguing during the previous quarter century. Norman's
( 1968) interactive model echoed Postman's (1951; and
later. Bruner's. 1957) view of perception as a hypothesistesting activity. with the outcome of perception being a
joint function of the diagnosticity or degree of match between stimulus features and an internal representation of
that stimulus event on the one hand. and the internal readiness or accessibility of those internal representations on the
other. The readiness to perceive related to the individual's
preconceptions or expectations about what was going to
happen. as well as internal goals and need states (i.e.. what
the individual is looking for in the environment).
Thus. in the long run. the essence of the New Look argument about perception won the day. Perception is now
widely understood to be an interactive function of internal
states-including
motivations. values. physiological and
emotional state. expectations, and relevant knowledgeand the information available in the environment.
Summary
Two basic fonns of automatic processes have
been studied in psychological research. One concerns the
initial perceptual analysis and attentional screening of the
environment. prior to and in the absence of conscious involvcment. The other concerns efficient attentional and behavioral ,kills that are started in motion consciously and
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attentionally. Note that although these have been distinct
researchtraditions, they havealways shareda concernwith
dimensionsor qualities that differentiate mentalprocesses.
The New Look and selective attention research threads
have identified unintentional influences on perceptionthat
occur outside of awareness, in contrast to conscious
processesthat are intendedand in awareness.The skill acquisition thread has identified efficient processesthat run
in parallel once instigated by an act of will (i.e., intention),
in contrast to attention-demanding and serial conscious

processes.
These resear'chtraditions agree as to the nature of the
conscious processing to which they contrast with their
form of automal:icprocessing.There has always beena degree of consensusthat conscious processesare those of
which the individual is aware,are demandingof limited attentional resources,are intentional, and are serial in that
they focus on Orleobject or concept at a time. It was with
this consensualview of conscious processes-but with no
complementaryconsensusas to the nature of nonconscious
or automatic processes-that contemporary dual-process
modelsof cognition began.The lack of consensusas to the
qualities of the nonconsciousprocess-because two different varieties had been studied-was to create some conceptualand inte:rpretationalconfusion in subsequentyears.

ContemporaryViews
Psychologistswere forced early on to concedethat it was
impossible for sucha slow and resource-consumingfonn
of processing a:§consciousnessto take care of all mental
business(Shiffrin, 1988). When contemporaryresearchon
automatic procc~ssingbegan, therefore, automaticity was
defined as having all the opposite qualities of conscious
processing(Posrler& Snyder,1975; Shiffrin & Schneider,
1977); thus,automaticprocesseswere said to be those that
were unintentional, occurred outside of awareness,efficient in that they consumedlittle if any attentionalcapacity
(enablingthem 1:0operatein parallel with other processes),
and uncontrollable (not able to be stoppedonce started).
Hence, early c(J'gnitivemodels of conscious versus automatic processesproposed a dichotomy: a processwas either consciousand controlled or it was automatic,with all
the defining featuresof one type but noneof the other.
The Posner-Sllyder Model Because automatic processesoperatedconcurrently with conscious processes,an
important question was how the two forms of processing
interacted,espe(;iallywhen their outcomeswere contradictory. Posnerand Snyder (1975)addressedthe interactionof
these two form!: of processing. In their model, automatic
processesat encoding were triggered directly by the presence of the relevant stimulus-that is. without conscious
intention-and did not consume attentional resources.
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This researchconfirmed se':eral important features of
automatic pr~essing aQdits interaction with conscious
processing.Fin-t,iiut';matic processesare a mapping of the
long-term regularities of the environment and do not
changeor adaptto short-termfluctuations in thoseregularities. Conscious contcrolprocesses,on the other hand, are
flexible and can be tuned to map the local circumstances
when they differ from the usual. Second,when automatic
and conscious control processes suggest competing responses,the consciousprocessdominates the automatic.
This would seemquite a functional arrangementin that it
allows adaptationto Ihosetimes when "what one knows is
wrong:' Indeer f')f it to'be the other way around and have
the automatic proce~,s
dominate would make the flexible
consciousor strategi(:processingentirely superfluous.Implicit in this second()Ointis that the interaction of the two
modes of processinJ~nonethelessproduces a single resflOnseinsteadof an attemptto make both (or many, given
the parallel nature oj' automatic processing). For the consciousprocessto "win out" overthe automaticresponsein
the critical opposed-responsescondition of the Neely
(1977) study,it must inhibit the automaticresponse.
This points to a third difference betweenautomatic and
consciousprocesses--thecontrolling or inhibitory nature
of consciousprocessc:s
and the inhibitionless natureof automaticity (seealso Shallice, 1972).Although such inhibition does not come \\'ithout a cost of attentional effort and
thus time (resulting in longer response times, as in the
Stroopcolor-word efl:ect; seeLogan, 1980), it nonetheless
enablesa single,nontJabitualresponseto the environment
Fourth, and finall~,.automatic processes-at least during perceptualencoding-do not require the person's intention that they occ:urand in fact are not controllable;
clearly in the Neely (1977) studythe participantsweretrying to control the autclmaticresponsewhen it wasknown to
be incorrect,as they did so when they had enoughtime to
accrue the attentionalresourcesto do so (i.e., in the long
prime-targetdelaycoJ!ldition).
The Shiffrin-Schneider Research WhereasthePosnerSnydertheory and related researchwere in the tradilioo of
preconscious automaticity research,Shiffrin and SchDeider's (1977)researchgrewout of the skill ~boo
u8dition. ."hiffrin and Sc1meider(1977) demoDltratecIthedeve10pll1entof automatic attention responsesto wget
stimuli over time, witJ.1suchattentionalskills ~
~
frequentand consistentmappingof a given wget (X"let ~
targets to the detection goal. In other words,if. JiVeD
stimulus (e.g.,the lett~ "G") was the targetto be~
on sometrials (by pressinga buttonas quickly u PCJ8IiIk
after it was presented)within a displayof items(daer*I
being distracters),but was on other trials a disttKf« item
(with some other lettf:r as the tarxet),aulO~ ~
capabilities did not develop. When a given stimuluswu
jj

..
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,:'In~islenlly the target across trials. the participant became
Jble 10 detect it more and more quickly in the dispiay.
mo\ing from a process in which each item in the display
had 10be searched serially (so that response times were an
Increasing linear function of the number of items In the
Ji_play} 10 a process in which the display cou)d be
,earched in parallel (with response times nota function o(
th~ _ile of the search-set).
The 4ualilies of automatic processes evidenced by
Shiffrin and Schneider's (1977) results were as follows,
Aulomatic processes develop out of frequent and c~nsislent experience with the environment; they operate in. par.ille.) and are very efficient in their use of attentional re,ource-. As the participant's goal was to find the assigned
target on ~ach experimental trial. these automatic attention
proce--es were intentionally put into motion-just
as the
allentiona! and motor skills involved in driving or typing
re4uire the intention to drive or type (see Logan & Cowan.
14X~). But given the overarching intention to find a consislenlly mapped lu.get in the Shiffrin-Schneider paradi~m.
the proce-s required no further conscious guidance; the act
of intention or will effectively delegated the task to Sub(Ilnscious processes (see Jastrow. 1906. pp, 16-17).

Summary of Automaticity
\Vhat is the essence of automaticity that emerges from
these historical and modem considerations? In all cases,
the process is autonomous in that, once started, it runs by
itself and does not need conscious guidance or monitoring.
In all cases. the process is very fast and efficient in that it
uses only minimal attentional capacity. It also appears that
all automatic processes-both in perceptual categorization
and in skill acquisition-develop
out of frequent and consi"tent exrerience in an environmental domain. (However,
afr.:cti\.: influences in perception as studied by the New
ulok in\~sti\?ator" as well as contemporary researchers
may h~ an exception to this general principle.)
Th.: major difference between the two forms of automaticity li~s in the conditions needed to start them in motion. l_ong ago, Jastrow (1906, p. 45) had differentiated
the"e t\\O varieties. noting that some subconsciou~
proc.:sses "require merely the initial start," whereas others
re4uir~ ~ven less, just "the familiar succession of slight
"timuli, to run themselves off the reel:' Thus some automatic process~s are goal-dependent while others are goal.
independent. h~ing driven by the stimulus environment it".:11. prillr to any conscious involvement in their processing
(\.:e Bargh. 1989).
Automatic processes grow out of one's frequent and
l,ln"istent ~\p.:rience. so that they represent the regularities 01 that exp~rience. Routine conscious proce~ses,
\\hether they are concerned with perceptual or behavioral
re"pon\.:" to the ~nvironment. become subsumed by effi-
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cient ~'ltom~iic processesthat operate without the needfor
conscious guidance. attention;' or awareness.Automatic
processesvary asto the conditions neededto setthem into
operation; somerequire just the mere presenceof the relevant stimuli in the environment(as in the activationof perceptualcategories)while othersrequire an act of conscious
will (as in the engagementof well-practiced attentional or
motor skills).

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CONTROL
AND AUTOMATICITY
We have discussedthe conceptsof control and automaticity largely in isolation to this point becausethe literatures
surrounding these concepts,despite their obvious definitional interdependence,have grown up quite independently. Consequently.sensible stories about them can be
told with little referenceto eachother. Nnw, however,it is
time to take explicit stock of the relationships between
control and automatic prclCesses.We begin with a brief
overviewof the distinction betweenthese processesto review the discussionso far, and then we posit sevendistinct
relationshipsbetweencontrol and automaticprocessesthat
seemto capture much of what is known about how the two
kinds of processesinteract.

Controland Auto,maticityCompared
The definitions of control and automaticitydo not stand on
equal footing. Although there seemsto be substantialintuitive and theoretical agreem(~nt
as to the defining qualities
of a conscious control procf:ss,the nature of automaticity
has beena matter of frequent discussionand refinement.
As detailed in the previous section, for some time it
seemedperfectly reasonable1:0define an automaticprocess
simply as having qualities p<>laropposite to those of conscious control (Posner& Snyder, 1975),but this approach
has provenproblematic. Unlilcethe propertiesof conscious
control, those of automaticprocessesdo not hang together
in an all-or-none fashion (Bargh 1984, 1989; Neumann,
1984; Shiffrin,. 1988).

There are severalfeatureswhich must be jointly present
in a psychoh\gicalprocessfor it to count as an instanceof
consciousCQlltrol.As we have seen,consciouscontrol occurs with a consciousintention of what the control will accomplish, a senseor feeling of control, an expenditure of
effort in the control action,and a (closed-loop)monitoring
of the control output. Automati,~processesdo not necessarily lack all these features,and in this sense they are not
completepolar oppositesof consciouscontrol. Rather,automaticity is used to refer to a family of processeswhich
share only the lack of some one or a subsetof these features. Automaticity,then. is a ne:gativelydefined conceptan absenceof at leastone key quality of consciouscontrol.

This means that automatic processesoften seem very
much like conscious control processesand function in
many of the same circumstances.The process that determilles 'Alhetherwesayc\'hello" to someonewe pass~n the
street can vary in seemingly minor ways, and move dramaticallyasa result from a conscious controt processto
automatic or back the other way. Automatic and conscious
control processeshave many of the samekinds of behavioral consequencesand may respondto many of the same
kinds of environmental inputs. In essence,although they
may differ at a fundamental level, they both fall broadly
under the rubric of psychological control processe~.With
this in mind, we can now consider the relationships that
exist betweencontrol and automaticprocesses.

Control and AutomaticityTogether:
Their Basic Relations

I

The complicated ~nterplay of control and autbmatic
processeiSin everyday life can be parsed into a relatively
small setof basic relations. In what follows, we enu~erate
these with a view toward capturing what we seeto be the
fundamental ways in which these processescombine and
interact in psychologicalfunctioning.
I

1. Multitasking: Control and Automatic ProcessesCan
Run in Parallel The flow of thoughtand behaviorpieces
togetheran array of processes.At anyone time, one process
is probably consciouslycontrolled (Shallice, 1972).A ery
limited number of others can be consciously contr(>lledif
they can claim enough attention (Neisser, 1976). By and
large, however,becauseof their lower attentional requirements, automatic processe~can run in parallel, nt;)tonly
with control processes but also with each other (Bargh,
1997). It is not clear what limits there might be to the number of parallel automaticprocesses(Shiffrin, 1988).
In a social interaction, for example, we may well respond rather automatically or "mindlessly" (Langer, 1978,
1989)to the conversationof one personthat has long since
ceasedto interest us, but at the sametime effortfully plan a
witty remark in order to impress another personstanding
nearby. Are we interacting automatically here, or consciously? If we think of the entire interaction as a single
processno clear answercan be given to that question,but if
we analyze the interaction into its components, then the
matter is much clearer. Both automatic and control
processesare operating; evenwhen we are "on automatic"
about one aspectof our environment,the conscious attentional capacity that is freed up is able to be deployed in the
pursuit of other important goals we have. Ultimately, both
kinds of processesare responsiblefor the successfulnegotiation of the social world.

2. Delegation:A Control ProcessCan Launchan Automatic ProcesscIncsocilalpsychologymany studies have
shown that di~positional attribution, social judgmen" and
stereotypingprocesses,Ire so efficient as to be capable of
operating in the absenceof consciousattention. Yet in all
these studies,.participants were explicitly instructed to en'gage in social perception or judgment tasks (see Bargh,
1989, 1994, for reviews). Thus the processing was under
intentional control, while at the sametime being very efficient and autonomous.These are examples of automatic
processesthat are instigatedby a control process.
3. Orienting: An Autonlatic ProcessCan Launch a Control Process OrientiJrlg happens when a distinctive,
salient event automatically attracts our attention and control processing.Something out ()f the ordinary happens,a
friend does something totally out of character, or we see
something really unusual-and control processesare instigated in order to understandand fit this new piece of information into what we already think we know. The literature
discussed in this chapter on attention effects documents
this caseof orienting, when control processesare automatically triggered by environmentaleventsor stimuli.
4. Intrusion: An Automatic Process Can Override a
Control Process Automatic processeshave been held
suspectas the causesof errors that get in the way of consciously controlled behavior for many years, certainly
since Freud (but see Bargh, 1997; Bargh & Barndollar,
1996). Research on ironic processes of mental control
(Wegner,1994)illustrates a variety of casesin which counterintentional automaticprocessesare produced that inhibit
conscious control, not .iust randomly but as a direct result
of their inherence in conscious control. When we try to
suppressa thoughtwhile we are under mentalload andfind
it coming back more clften, we suffer from an automatic
processthat intrudes upon and inhibits consciouscontrol.
S. Regulation: A Con1:rolProcess Can Override an Automatic Process Wh'~ncontrol processeshave accessto
enough attentional capacity, they can inhibit automatic
processes (Bargh, 1989). As Devine (1989) has pomted
out, for example,stereotypingconsistsof the automaticactivation of the stereotypic representation of the social
group, and the use of the ;nformation stored within that
representation in making judgments about an individual.
Her research showed. the first, activation component
process to be uncontrollable given stimuli related to the
stereotypedgroup (African Americans)but the second,application componentprocessto be controllable for individuals motivated to engage in that act of control. Control
processesare commonly marshaledin service of just such
inhibition (seealso Fiske, 1989).

.

6. Automatization: A Control Process Can Be Transopinions and beliefs, and shaping of one's behavior toformed into an Automatic Process When a control
wards what others expectand wish to see; require control
processis repeatedoften enough. it can becomeautomatic+ and'do not happenautomatically.
(e.g., Bargh, 1984; Jastrow, 1906; Shiffrin & Schneider,
This is not necessarilya safe universal assumption,as
1977).This may entail reduced monitoring, increasedeffithere are exceptions-indeed, sometimesthe behaviorswe
ciency,reducedflexibility, lossesin the senseof control, and
perform automatically occur only becausewe consciously
a variety of other consequences;Although this observation do not want to do them (Wegner,1994),or becauseof pasmay seemtoo obviousto mention,it is worth noting thatthis
sive effects of perception on behavior (Bargh, Chen, &
principle suggeststhereis a constantflux in the statusof the
Burrows, 1996).As we shall see,though,the issue of genconsciouscontrol of any given processthroughoutdaily life
uineness retains its interest value across topics and has
(Vallacher& Wegner,1985,1987).Processescalled uponto
given rise to informative scientific literatures addressing
deal with new environmental stimuli may be consciously
the control and automaticityof a rangeof social behaviors.
controlled at first, only to recedefrom consciouscontrol in
one or anotherway as habitsgrow.
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7. Disruption: An Automatic Process Can Be Transformed into a Control Process Given the often only
slight difference between automaticity and control, it may
take no more than a bit of conscious reminding about a
processbefore it occurs. for example. or a touch of monitoring of it afterwards. to turn it from automatic into consciouslycontrolled. We all havehad the experienceof finding our consciousattention drawnto a previouslyautomatic
act. for instance. when the act occurs ineffectively or conspicuously.Although this is commonly understoodas a disruptive event (Baumeister. 1984; Wegner.1994). it is also
the sourceof renewedflexibility and potential adaptationof
the action (Vallacher& Wegner.1985. 1987).
These sevenbasic relations between control and automatic processesare useful in describing and accounting
for the operationof mind acrossa wide rangeof social behavior. In the next section. these terms serve as a shorthand to capture many of the theoretical and research
themesof the field.

DOMAINS OF CONTROLAND
AUTOMATICITY RESEARCH
There are severalareasof social psychological researchfor
which issuesof control and automaticity have special relevance.We considerhere the topics of attitudes,social cognition, emotion experience,and expressivebehavior.These
topics all bring issues of control and automaticity to the
fore becausethey share,along with the classic studies in
the field, a concern with the genuinenessof social behavior. Does the persongenuinelyhold this attitude, really believe in that stereotype,actually experiencea given emotion, or privately experience the state signified by the
publicly expressed behavior? When it comes to "crunch
time," where do a person's loyalties and inclinations lie?
The rule of thumb here has been that if a behavior can be
attributed to automatic processes,it is more genuine than
one that reflects conscious control. We believe that this is
becausepeople recognize that strategic editing of one's

Issuesof automaticity and control have long beena theme
of attitude research,in all areas:the control one has over
the formation of one's attitudes in the first place, over
changing those attitudes in responseto persuasiveinfluences,and in the role those attitudes play in guiding one's
behaviortoward the objectsof the attitudes.
Attitude Formation Attitudes that form just becausethe
person is exposed to the novel attitude object repeatedly
over time (Zajonc. 1968) can be consideredto have developed automatically. This mere exposure effect appearsto
be due to a buildup in strengthof the representationof the
novel object with repeatedexposureto it that increasesthe
ease of perceiving the object (Gordon & Holyoak, 1983;
see also Jacoby, Kelley, Brown.. & Jasechko,1989). Such
perceptual fluency producesa positively valencedfeeling
of familiarity associatedwith the attitude object.
Becausethe individual did not intend to evaluatethe object, the increasinglypositive attitude that results from repeatedlyencountering it did not require any conscious involvement in the process(suchas considerationof how the
object relatesto important self-goals). That the mere exposure effect does not require consciousinvolvementto occur
is indicated by the often replicated finding by Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc (1980) that the t:ffect occurs even with repeatedsubliminal presentationof novel stimuli (see review
by Bomstein, 1989). (In the caseof subliminally presented
novel stimuli the positive affect due to fluency is misattributed in the test phaseto observablequalities of the stimulus. becausethe participant has no conscious recollection
or experienceof everhaving seenit.) In terms of the seven
relations between control and automatic processing,such
automaticattitude formation is an instanceof multitasking,
becauseit occurs while the personis dealing with the attitude object simultaneously with a nonevaluative control
process.(Even in the caseof subliminal stimulus presentation, the panicipant has somekind of ongoing control processing task.)
Another automatic source of attitude formation is via
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classicalconditioning: the associationof the noJeI attitude
object with anotherobject or event that alreadyhas a positive or negativevalence.The originatstudiesthatiattempted
to demonstrate classical conditioning of attitudes (e.g.,
Staats & Staats, 1958)were open to alternative ~nterpreta.
tions, the most problematic being demandeffects (seereview in Eagly& Chaiken.l.993;pp; 399412j. ~wever, a
study by Krosnick, Betl, Jussim, Lynn, and Stephens
(1.992)used subliminal pr~sent~tionof t~~ unc~ditio~ed
stImulus (UCS)-faces WIth eIther positIve or negatIve
emotional expressions-in order to eliminate such objections. Novel attitude object stimuli were paired with subliminal emotional facial expressions,and subsequentlyexpressedattitudes toward these novel objects were in line
with the valenceof the UCS (facial expressions)associated
with themduring the studyphaseof the experimel!lt.A similar interpretationcould be made of the finding b~ NiedenthaI (1990) that subliminally presenting an emotional
(human) face just before a target cartoon face affected
whether the cartoon characterwas perceived as being sad
or happy. Although Niedenthal(1990) interpreted the effect in terms of affective priming, in light of Krosnick et
al.'s (1992) results, it could also be that the vale e of the
subliminal facial expressionconditioned the pa 'cipants'
attitudes toward the cartooncharacters.
A form of automatic attitude formation appe s in the
finding of Cacioppo, Priester, and Berntson (1993) that
muscular feedbackinfluences attitude formation. }\'hen an
individual's arm was flexed (bent with hand near shoulder), he or she tended to form favorable attitude$ toward
novel stimuli; when the arm was extendedstraight out, the
individual tended to form negative attitudes. Presumably,
arm flexion is associated with approachmotivations (see
Lewin, 1935), in that the arm is in the position of pulling
something in toward the body. Arm extensionis associated
with avoidance motivations, as the arm is pushi~g away
from the body. Becausepeople are motivated to approach
those objects that they positively evaluate, and to avoid
those they negativelyevaluate,the muscular feedbackassociated with approachand avoidancereactions waSapparently associatedwith the novel stimuli, producing another
type of classical conditioning of attitudes. Again; thisef'"
fect on attitude formation is preconsciouslyautom~tic(and
a case of multitasking) becausethe participants in the experimentwere not awareof any relation betweentheir arm
positions and their feelings aboutthe novel attitude objects.
There appearto be immediate,automatic proce$sesoperating in belief formation as well as in attitude fol1mation.
In an analysis of the dynamics of belief formation, Gilbert
( 1991, 1993)contrastedthe Cartesian model, in which an
idea is first representedin the mind and then (consciously
and deli!berately)assessedfor its truth value, with ti:leargument by Spinola that ideas are by default (i.e., automatically) accepted as true-that is, they are believed-and
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only then tested for falsity (via a consciousand deliberate
process). In terms of the various relations between automaticaiIdcontrotprocesses: Descartes' position on belief
formation is clearly one of control regulation of the automatic belief representation,whereasthat of Spinoza is one
of multitasking as automatic belief happensindependently
of concurrentcontrol processing.
As with Gilbert's (1989; Gilbert & Malone, 1995) related work on default attribution processes,the importance
of positing an initial automatic belief stage is that if the
second,conscious stage of checking the initial belief for
veracity is prevented for some reason-a common one
being a momentary lack of attentionalresourcesto support
the consciousprocess-!-thenthe idea will be acceptedand
believed when it otherwise might not havebeen.
Gilbert, Tafarodi, and Malone (1993) tested the Spinozan against the Cartesian model of belief formation by
having participants allegedly learn a new language. They
sawstatementsof thf~form "An X is a Y" with either the
word true or the word false coming on the screenafter each
statement.On some trials, the task was interrupted prior to
the appearance of true or false and participants instead
were confronted with a reaction time task. The effect of
this manipulation was to preventthe secondstageof truth
assessment.
If ideaswere merelyrepresentedinitially without being automatically acceptedas true, then statements
present;d on these interruption trials should be no more
likely to be acceptedas true as other statements.However,
in line with Spinoza'sclaims,participants weremore likely
to misidentify these interruption-trial statementsas true
when they were in fact false than false items on noninterruption trials. And al!;o consistent with Spinoza's model,
the interruption manipulation had no effect on the subsequent correct identifi(~ationof true statements.In another
experiment, Gilbert et al. (1993) showed the real-life importance of automatic initial acceptanceof information. In
a jury trial simulation,false information abouta defendant
was neverthelessbelieved by participantsand affectedtheir
sentencingdecisions if participants' attentional resources
were diverted by a se(:ondarytask. Without the conscious
processingresourcesto correct or checkthe veracity of incoming information, then, we tend by default to believe it
to be true.
Models of Attitude Clltange The road to attitudechange
may sometimeslead tllfough a reasoned,effortful consideration of messagecontentand other featuresof the communication-or it may happenautomatically and without
much conscious thought at all. Models of persuasiontaking into account such dual processesbear some similarity
to the distinction betwt~encontrol and automaticprocesses
but also differ from it in importantways.
One such model is Chaiken's (1980) heuristic-systematic model (HSM), a distinction betweenheuristicand sys-

:,'II1£lticprocessing of persuasive messages.Systematic
rr(1Cessing
correspondsto an effortful considerationof the
-juality of the arguments,includingconsiderationofrele.
(antnonmessageinformation such as the expertise of the
'l)Urce.Heuristic processing,on the other hand,makesuse
of simple decision rules (e.g., "length equals strength" of
JA argument) which enable decisions to be made as to
\\hetherto accept or reject the persuasiveattempt without
.:ffortful consideration and weighing of the arguments
themselves.
The heuristic-systematicdistinction resemblesbut is not
identicalto the aUtomatic-controlprocessdichotomy. Both
heuristicand systematic considerationof persuasivemessagescan involve intentional processing, becauseto engagein one processingstrategyversusthe other is a choice
madeby the individual. The different strategiesare really a
choice betweenfeatures of the communication situation to
which one will ~ttend, with this choice driven by the importanceof the issue for the individual as well as othermotivations he or she might currently have. These different
possiblemotiyations also affect the nature of the processing the information receives. As in models of automatic
and conscious processing (e.g., Posner & Snyder, 1975;
Logan, 1980), the HSM holds a multitasking assumption,
in that the heuristic mode can influence processing even
whensystematicconsiderationof the messageis underway.
Indeed,the outcome of the systematic processing of the
messagemay be influenced by the ongoing heuristic processingof it.
The Elaboration-Likelihood Model (ELM) of persuasive messageprocessing (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984) also
distinguishes between two routes to persuasion; a "central" route in which the quality and logic of the arguments
themselvesare the basis for the attitude change,and a "peripheral" route in which other features bf the persuasion
situationare the basis. Examples of such message-external
features are the expertise or credentials of the source, or
the extent to which the source is seenas objective versus
having a vested interest in the matter. Factors that move
the individual from one route to the other when presented
with a persuasive messageare the importance and relevance of the issue to the individual's goals and concerns.
Thus, the ELM characterizesthe interplay betweenautomatic and control processesmore in terms of regulation
than multitasking.
When motivation to engage in effortful (systematic or
central-route)processingis low, or attentional capacity to
be able to engage in it (even when motivated) is in short
supply, or both, one would expecta greaterreliance on the
less effortful modes of processing. It appearsto be a general rule throughout attitude and social cognition research
that conscious,deliberate forms of processinginformation
about attitude issuesas well as about people are not used
unlessthe individual has both the attention and the inten-

tion to give the matter full consideration (Bargh, 1989;
Bargh & Thein, 1985); in their stead, stereotypic and
heuristicshortcnts ate.,taKeni
Both the HSM and ELM dual-process models bear
some similarity to the automatic-control process distinction, in terms of the differential amountsof effort neededto
reach an attitude position required by the two processes.
However,within both models,eventhe less effortful mode
of messageprocessing is to some extent intentional and
strategic on the part of the individual. Moreover, in neither
model do the respectivetheoristscontend that the heuristic
or the peripheral route processingis autonomousonce instigated,not requiring any cons(:iousguidance.
Automatic Attitude Activatiol~ A more direct application to attitude researchof the Posnerand Snyder (1975)
model of automatic and control processing was made by
Fazio (1986, 1990),specifically aproposof the attitude-behavior relation. To the extent one's attitude toward a person, event, or object becomesactive only when one consciouslyretrieves it, the attitude might not play any role in
behavior toward the attitude object if such conscious retrieval is prevented. If the person is paying attention to
other things at the time, for example,he or she might not
stop to think about feelings toward the object before dealing with it. But attitudes that bt:comeactive automatically
upon the presenceof the attitudc~object, on the other hand,
would not be so restricted by the current demandson control processing, and would thUISbe able to exert a more
consistentinfluence on behavioracrosssituations.
Therefore,Fazio, Chen, McDonel, and Sherman (1982)
proposed a model of attitude accessibility. This model,
which combined Fiske's (1982:1notion of category-based
affect with Higgins and King's (1981) work on the determinants of knowledge accessibility in memory,defined an
attitude as an evaluativetag ass()Ciated
with the representation of its correspondingattitude object. The key principle
of this model was that the probability of an attitude influencing behaviorwas a function of its likelihood of becoming active in the mere presenceof the attitude object (ie.,
without the needof intentional or control processingto activeit), and that this likelihooovvas in turn a function of the
strength of the associative connection betweenthe object
representationand the attitude.
Early studiesof this idea (F,iZio et al., 1982)increased
the accessibilityof attitudes temporarily via a repeated-expression manipulation and found increased accessibility
resulting in behavior more consistent with the expressed
attitude. But it was importantfor this modelof the attitudebehavior relation to be able to show that preconsciousautomatic activation of attitudes c~curred,and not just postconscious automatic activation due to recent use and
activation. To support the propl)sed accountof why some
attitudes but not others consisteJlltlyaffect behaviors,it had
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to be shown that the mere presenceof the attitude o~ect
was all that was neededto activatethe associatedattitulle.
Severaltests of this hypothesiswere provided by F¥io,
Sanbonmatsu..Powell, and Kardes (1986):lnaconceptual
replication of the Neely (1977) experiment, the names of
attitude objects were presentedas prime words, follo~ed
by a targetadjective to which participantsresponded.In all
three experiments,a triaf consisted of one attitude object
name appearingas a prime, and then an adjective as a target, and participants were to press a button (either one labeled "good" or one labeled "bad") as quickly as they
could to report whetherthe adjective was positive or negative in meaning. On the critical trials, following Neely's
(1977) procedure,the delay betweenprime and targetwas
too brief (ca. 250 milliseconds)for any conscious,strategic
processingof the attitude object prime. Thus, if the name
of the attitude object automatically activatedits associated
attitude in memory-with attitude defined by Fazio et al.
(1986)as the evaluationof the object as good or bad-then
participants should be predisposedto make that response
(i.e., "good" or "bad") to the target adjective that followed. This would facilitate or speed up responsesto jldjectives of the same valence as the attitude object prilne
(i.e., good-good or bad-bad trials), and also cause responsesto adjectivesof the opposite valenceto be slowed
down (i.e., good-bad or bad-good trials) becauseof
need to inhibit the automatically activated incorrect! he
esponse(see Logan, 1980).
Fazio et ~l. (1986) predicted such an automatic activation effect only for the participant's strongestattitudes,not
for all attitudes. In line with the automatizationrelation between control and automatic processes,Fazio et al. (1986)
held that attitudes becomeautomatic through frequentand
consistentcontrolled evaluation of the object. The strength
of an attitude was defined operationally

in terms of how

quickly participants evaluated each of the attitude object

stimuli as quickly as they could after its name was presented on the computer screen.The attitude objects corresponding to the four fastest "good" and "bad" responses,
and to the four slowest "good" and "bad" responses,were
selectedto serveas the attitude object primes for the experimental phaseof the study.
Results confirmed that the automaticity effect occurred
for the participants' strongestbut not weakestattitudes; in
two experiments, only the names of the participants'
"strong" attitude objects facilitated respondingto adjective
targetsof the same valence,comparedto when the targets
were of the opposite valence.Given the brief time between
prime and target (stimulus onset asynchrony,or SOA) on
those trials, too short for a conscious expectancy to develop regardingthe valencenature of the target word, such
an effect could only occur if the strongly held attitudeshad
becomeactivatedautomatically. Underconditions in which
the SOA was longer (1000 milliseconds), control regulation of the automaticprocessdid occur.
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Subsequentresearchby Bargh, Chaiken, and their colleagues (Bargh, ChaikeIJl, Govender, & Pratto, 1992;
Bargh, Chaiken, Raymond. & Hymes; 1996; Chaiken &
Bargh, 1993)centered on two issues,First, given that the
effect occurred for the strongestbut not the weakestof the
participants' attitudes,what aboutthe great majority of the
participants'attitudesacrossthe middle of the strengthdistribution? Was automatic attitude activation a rare or a
common event? Second,\\'as the effect truly automatic in
that it would occur if-unlike in the original paradigmparticipants were not explicitly instructed to evaluate the
targetwords and had not just given their evaluationsof the
prime words?Did attitudesspring to mind automatically in
real world situations,iR which one has not recently thought
aboutone's likes and dislikes?
The answerto the first questionturned out to be related
to the answerto the secondquestion,When these problematic aspectsof the Fazio et al. (1986) procedure were removed-when a two-day delay was interposedbetweenthe
attitude assessment
phaseand the automaticity task, for instance,and when participants pronounced instead of explicitly evaluated the target stimuli-the effect was obtained for all attitude objects studied, and with no
moderation by attitude strength (Bargh et al., 1996;
Chaikenand Bargh, 1993). That is, when intentional, control evaluativeprocessingaspectsof the paradigm were removed in order to test for their contributing role in producing the effect, not only did the effect continue to occur
(strongly demonstrating its automaticity), but it occurred
more generally, acrossa wide range of attitude strengths,
and was not moderatedby differencesin strength.
As it turns out, Kihlstrom (1987) had presaged this
exact pattern of results a decadeago. Specifically, he argued that deliberate,control processingof a given stimulus
could restrict or interfere with implicit and nonconscious
affective reactions to that stimulus. It is important to note
that over the same ten-year period, researchprograms in
severalother domains have producedthe sameconclusion.
In a meta-analytic review of the mere exposure effect,
Bomstein (1989) concluded that subliminal presentations
of the novel stimuli produl;ed stronger effects than did
supraliminal presentations.Ftesearchonthe "affective primacy" hypothesis has experimentally demonstratedthat
subliminal presentationof affect-laden stimuli results in
strongerand more pervasiveaffective priming effects than
supraliminal presentation of the same primes (Murphy,
Monahan,& Zajonc, 1995; ~.1urphy& Zajonc, 1993).And
there are suggestionsin the ongoing researchon automatic
stereotypeactivation(see below) that passiveprocessingof
stereotype-relevantfeatures results in a more pervasive
stereotype activation effect than do experimental conditions involving more activ(:, control processing of the
stereotypic features (see BaI'gh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996;
Devine, 1989; Fazio, Jackson,Dunton,& Williams, 1995).
It appears,then, that the automatic activationof evalua-
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tions or attitudes by the mere presenceof the attitude object in the environmentis a ubiquitous phenomenon,similar to the activation of semantic meaning by the presence
of a word during reading,or to Gilbert's (1993)demonstration of default, preconsciousbelief processes.Activation of
its evaluation by an environmental stimulus thus is a default,preconsciousreaction,occurring as part and parcelof
the perception of that object. The most important consequence of this is that variations in the automatic attitude
activationeffect per se cannot explain variations in the attitude-behaviorrelation, becauseall attitude objectsactivate
their evaluation upon their mere presencein the environment. That is, the reasonwhy some attitudes affect behavior more consistently than do other attitudes cannotbe because the mere presence of some attitude objects in the
environment activates the associated attitude, while the
merepresenceof other objectsdoesnot.
The evidence is that it takes more than the mere presenceof the attitude object to produce variations in attitude
activationaccording to attitude strength. When a personis
currently or hasjust engagedin consciousevaluativethinking, thenand only thendoesthe accessibility of the attitude
(technically speaking,the strengthof the object-evaluation
associationin memory; see Fazio, 1986;Fazio et al., 1982)
seemto moderatethe subsequentlyobservedautomatic attitude effect. In other words, the evidenceto date suggests
thatattitude strengthdoesplaya moderatingrole in the activation of the attitude to the extent the object is being
given conscious scrutiny (i.e., when it is the current focus
of the person's goals); otherwise, any and all attitudes become activate":automatically.
In summary,automatic processingis involved in all aspects of attitude functioning, from formation to change
processesto the effect of attitude on behavior.The growing
body of evidence of automaticity in theseareasis conceptually related to the growing evi<fenceof automaticity in
affective information processingmore generally,especially
for models of attitudes that focus particularly on their evaluative dimens;;)n.

Social Judgment, Attribution, and Stereotyping
Attaining an understanding of a personis a seriously important activity in social life. Control processesand automatic processesare both involved in this enterprise, but
the generaltrend in this area of researchhas beento examine the degreeto which social cognition proceedsautomatically-against the background assumption that the balance of the processes involved include the exercise of
conscious control. In what follows, we trace these automatic effects of the social environment as they proceed
ever further inside the mind. We start with automatic determinants of perceptual selection and attention to social
information-what types of information catch one's eyes
and ears with regularity?

Once social information is noticed in the first place, it
can of course be processedaccording to current goals and
purposes, but automatic effects can also continue on to
reach higher levels of analysis-that is, to the activationof
more abstractrepresentationsof the information such as
concepts,categories,and schemas.However, objects and
events in the social environment can be categorized in a
great many different ways, and so we review the evidence
as to which types of categorizationstend to occur naturally,
stimulated by the presence of the relevant information
alone.The forms of suchautomatic categorizationthat have
receivedthe lion's shareof researchattentionhave beenthe
categorizationof social behaviorsin termsof trait concepts,
and the pigeonholing of inaividual.membersof distinctive
social groups in terms of that group's stereotype.
The last steps in social perceptioninvolve understanding what peopleare like and why they do what they do. Do
automaticeffects of the environmentextend so far as to influence the formation of impressions and causal attributions? This has beena central question in social cognition
for the past two decades,and we end this section with an
answerbasedon a surveyof the relevantevidence.
Initial Screening of the Environment Some forms of
information are more likely than others to be selected for
attention and consideration out of the great amount of
available stimulation, because they automatically grab
one's attention. Automatic attention responsestake two
forms, goal-dependentand preconscious.Goal-dependent
automatic attention occurs when, once a goal is in place
and operating,objectsand eventsrelevantto that goal seem
to "pop out" from the background.Preconsciousautomatic
attentionoccurs when social information attractsour attention regardlessof our currentgoal.
Attention is often if not usually goal-directed.What we
look at and the way in which we think about it are mainly
determinedand regulated by the goal we have at the time.
When we walk down a busy street,we seethe people,bicycles, car}),and also puddles that we needto avoid in pursuing our goal of safely and dryly navigating to our destination. And we have done this often enough not to have to
intend or try 10 seek out these obstacles so as to avoid
them: our currently active goal causesthem to jump out at
us becausethey are relevantto that goal (seeBruner, 1957).
But if we see the same people in another context, for
example at a restaurantor a classroom,we no longerfocus
automatically on their speedand trajectories,but on other
features,suchas whetherwe know them or not, or if they
are wearing somethinginteresting,or if they seemto beenjoying their meal (and if so, what did they order?). So not
only what we pay attentionto but also which of its aspects
we pay attention is largely determinedby our current purposes,and in sucha way that we do not needto control the
direction of our attention.The importantpiecesof information relatedto thosegoals will jump out at us automatically
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such information is often able to break through the attentional barrier set up by our currentgoals and purposes.
Other researchhas shownthat we are similarly sensitive
to any information directly relevantto the self, not just to
our name. In an important early study, Postman, Bruner,
and McGinnies (1948)found that people had lower recognition thresholdsto words related to their idiosyncratically
importantvalues (e.g., religiosity, justice); they sawand reported thesewords at briefer presentationtimes than words
relatedto values not as personally important to them.
We are also generally more sensitiveto information recurrently operating.
lated to our self-concepts.In one study (Bargh, 1982),parTherefore, as Jonesand Thibaut (1958) first noted,the
ticipants engagedin a dichotic listening task in which they
information that is picked up in a social interactionis heavshadowedor repeatedaloud each of a seriesof words preily dependenton the person'scurrentconsciouspurpose,or
sentedto one ear,and tried to ignore words presentedconoperating control processes(see Bargh, 1990; Gollwitzer
currently to the opposite ear. On one block of trials, the
& Moskowitz, 1996;Read & Miller, 1989; Wyer & Srull,
words presentedto the unattendedear were related to the
1989,for reviews). It is very much as if the consciousopertrait of independence.For participants for whom the trait
ating goal delegatesto automatic processesthe job of dewas an important part of their self-concept (see Markus,
tecting and alerting the systemto the presenceof goal-rele1977),the presenceof those independence-relatedwords
vant information. These goals are not only the one most
distracted attentional resourcesfrom the controlled shadfrequently studied in social cognition experiments, howowing task (as measuredby a probe reactiontime task), inever-the goal of impressionformation. Often if not usudicating that they were detectedand processedautomatially one has other important goals to pursueduring the incally, outside of awareness(though the control task was
teraction. One's pickup of information when interacting
able to regulate the automatic process from usurping
with people is largely determined by their utility for
awareness).In anotherstudy that made use of the dichotic
achieving that goal (Wicklund & Steins, 1996)rather than
listening task, Nielsenand Sarason(1981)showedthat parby their personalcharacteristics.If an individual is trying
ticipantsmademore shadowingerrors (i.e., were distracted
to ingratiate or impress anotherperson,for example,inforto a greater extent) when words related to their anxieties
mation concerning whether that person is reacting favor(i.e., dating, schc;;l)were presentedto the unattendedchanably or not is gobbled up voraciously, whereasone cares
nel (seealso Gelll"cr& Shaver,1976; Hull & Levy, 1979).
much less about suchevaluative feedback if the other is a
Bargh and Tota (1988) used the Markus (1977) adjecsubordinateto whom one is giving instructions (see Fiske,
tive endorsementtask to assessthe efficiency with which
1993; Kipnis, 1976).
the self-concept becomesactive. In one condition of the
experiment,participantswere to judge the self-descriptive"Most Favored Information" Status: Privileged Access
nessof eachof a seriesof positive and negativetrait adjecto the Judgment Process In addition to information reltives, by saying yes or no as quickly as they could. Half of
evantto our current goals,there are forms that seemto gain
the
participants performed this task by itself, but the reaccess to our minds independently of these goals-and
maining participantshad to hold a six-digit number(differthus serve as a chronic and consistentsource ~f influence
ent each trial) in memory while making eachjudgment, so
on our judgments. There are four suchprivileged types of
that the degree to which the two types of judgments reinformation u'1atwe should note: information related to the
quired attentional resourcescould be assessed.To the exself; information that is frequently experienced;informatent the judgment could be made automatically, response
tion about negatively valued social behavior; and social
latenciesshouldbe unaffectedby the concurrentattentional
categoryinformation.
load. Results showed that participants think about themSelf-relevant information chronically attracts our attenselves automatically in positive trait terms, such that they
tion and intrudes on our ongoing control processing,the
were just as fast to make thosejudgments with a concurmost famous example being our own name-a phenomerent memory task as without it. With negative trait judgnon known as the "cocktail party effect" (Cherry, 1953).
ments, however,the attentionalload manipulation slowed
We may haveno idea what a clusterof people at a party are
responses,showing that thesetraits did not becomeactive
talking about, engagedas we are in our own conversation
with others, but if someone in that other group says our
automatically.
Other researchhas shown that the effect of attentional
name, suddenlyour ears zero in on their conversation.It is
load is to make the self-conceptmore favorable (Paulhus,
as if we have sensitive antennaethat pick up self-relevant
Graf, & Van Selst, 1989). Thus, if one can use what comes
information evenwhen we are not intending to pick it up;

(i.e., the orienting relation), at least if we have engagedin
that goal often enough (such as walking down a street
safely). When we are driving a car, for example, the red
light or stop sign automatically grabs our attentionand we
respond accordingly, our foot moving toward the brake
pedal without our needto intentionally decideto do so. But
if we are just walking down the street, or looking out our
office window at it, the red light or stop sign has no such
effect (see Bargh, 1992b). The automatic attention responseis dependenton which intentional control processis

to mind automatically, when control processesare prec
vented,as a "truer" measureof what people really believe,
then it would seemthat people in generalhave pretty high
opinions of themselves. Tice, Butler, Muraven, and Still.
well (1.995)have:found; however. that we becom6pretty
good at regulating or hiding these smug feelings, at least
from friends. They found that one's self-presentationsto
friends were more modestthitn to strangers.Moreover,the
automaticity of these self-presentational strategies was
shownby the fact that when participantswere instructedto
engagein self-enhancementwith friends or modesty with
strangers,comparedto their natural tendenciesto be modest with friends and self-enhancewith strangers,their ability to recall the interactionwas poorer.Engaging in the opposite self-presentational strategies apparently required
more attention,taking it away from externalenvironmental
eventsand resulting in poorermemory for them.
Researchby Andersenand her colleagues(e.g., Andersen & Cole, 1990; Andersen, Glassman, Chen, & Cole,
1995)is relevantto the self research,in that it obtains similar effects for the other significant people in one's life (e.g.,
parents, romantic partners). When we encounter people
whosefeaturesresemblesignificant others in some important way, the representation of that significant other becomes activated without the perceiver's awarenessby the
presenceof those features,and that activatedrepresentation
becomesused to anticipate and interpret the behaviOr of
the new acquaintance.In severalstudies,if the new stimulus personresembled a participant's significant other. th~
participant assumed that the target would possessadditional characteristicsof the significant other as well.
The self may have a quite different effect on the automatic activationof trait information when self-conceptions
are unwanted. Newman, Duff, and Baumeister(1997) have
found that when people suppressthoughts about their own
characteristics,they become more inclined to pick up information about those characteristicsin others. This effect
appears both when people suppressthoughts about their
traits in responseto instruction, and when they do so as a
resultof their own dispositionalrepressivetendencies.
Suchfindings put a new spin on the Freudiannotion of
defensive projection-and suggest its possible roots in
ironic monitoring processes underlying the control of
thoughts about the self. The person who is most worried
andnonplussedabouta propertyof self may be monitoring
it so intently as to make it hyperaccessiblein perceptions
of others (cf. Wegner& Erber, 1.992).Perhapsthe same set
of chronically accessibletrait constructs,both positive and
negative,may be operating in both self and other perception (Bargh & Tota, 1988; Higgins & Bargh, 1987), but
with the addition of it regulatory, self-protective stage of
rationalization operating to defend against negative trait
construalsof the self (e.g., Steele,1988;Tesser.Martin, &
Cornell. 1996).

This fatter possibility pornts to the fact that automatic
attentionresponsesare not limited to the self; they occur iri
responseto any form of information that is frequently attended.Frequentlyattendedinformation is the secondkind
of "most favored information" fo. social judgment. Higgins, King, and Mavin (1982) found that in reading about
the behaviors of another person, people attended to and
later rememberedcertain kinds of behaviormore than others. There were individual differences in terms of which
behaviors a person wo111d
attend to and remember, predicted by which trait dimensions they listed first in a free
responsequestionnaire about the types of people they encountered in their daily lives. Presumably,those that came
to mind first, without prompting by semanticor other associative relations with other dimensions,were those that the
individual used very frequently in thinking about other
people (see also Wegner, 1977). Higgins et al. (1982)
termed these chronically accessibletrait constructs,in that
they led to the pickup of relevant behavioral information
without priming or recentuse.
Bargh and Pratto (1986)applied the Stroop color-word
paradigmto this issue.Participantswere to name the color
in which each of a series of words was presented as
quickly as possible, with the meaning of the word irrelevant (and a distracter)to this task. It was found that participantswere more distractedby words relatedto their chronically accessible constructs than those related to their
inaccessibleconstructs.Becausethe participant's goal was
~~"~.\yto name the word color, and not to form impressions of anyone,we can conclude from this that automatic
attention responsesexist for behaviors relevant to a person's chronically accessible personality constructs. Such
automatic attention effects have also beenextendedto the
domain of attitudes. Roskos-Ewoldsenand Fazio (1992)
obtained the same Stroop-like uncontrollable orientation
effect for the namesof attitude objects,when the attitudes
associatedwith these objects in memory were made temporarily more accessibleby repeatedexpression.
Thus, it appears that foLaspectsof one's life onefrequently thinks about-values, important dimensions of
one's self conceptand of the behavior of others,and attitudes-the presenceof information relatedto thoseaspects
automatically attracts our attention. Theseforms of information, then, are more likely than others to be noticed.
thought about, and remembered,even if our control processing currently lies with other aspects of the environment.
A third general sourceof automatic attentionresponses
or "most favored information" is negativesocialbehavior.
including negative emotional expressions(Fiske. 1980:
Hansen & Hansen, 1988; Pratto & John, 1991). People
seemto be especiallyvigilant aboutnegativeor potentially
threateningsocial information (Wegner& Vallacher.1977).
In one study. Fiske (1980) instructed participants to form
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an impression of each of severaltargetpersonswhose behavior was conveyed by means of photographs. Participants were allowed to advanceat their own pace the slide
projector displaying the photographs.and Fiske (1980) surreptitiou~ly measured how long the participant looked at
each one as an indication of relative attention. In general,
negativebehaviorswere looked at longer and subsequently
were given more weight in the participant's impressionsof
the targets.than were positive behaviors.
In a related finding, Pratto and John (1991)had participants namethe colors in which a variety of personalitytrait
terms were presented (i.e., the Stroop task) and obtained
longer naming latencies for undesirablethan desirable trait
terms.This finding confirms that the greaterattention given
to the negativesocial behaviors,as in Fiske's (1980)experiment. is due to an automatic attention response,because
participants in the Pratto and John (1991) study could not
control the attention-demandingnatureof the negativepersonality information. Pratto (1994)reported further studies
demonstrating the strong tendencyto orient toward negative social information, in which the greater attention allocation occurred even after participants were told about the
effect and encouragedto overcomeit if they could.
Featuresthat signal a person's social categorymembershiprepresenta fourth kind of "most favored information"
that has privileged accessto the mind. Easily discriminable
personal features-especially the "big three" of gender,
race. and age-tend to activate preconsciously the categories or stereotypes associated with them (e.g., Bargh,
1994; Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; Macrae,
Stangor,& Milne, 1994),with thesestereotypesconsisting
in part of collections of personality trait constructs(Hamilton & Sherman,1994; Stangor& Lange,1994). Thesefeatures tend to be easily encodedand detectable,suchas skin
color, and age-related and Fender-relatedcharacteristics.
They are not limited to visual features,however; regional
(e.g., SouthernUnited States)and national (e.g., German.
Chinese)stereotypes can be triggered by speechaccents
and dialects as well (especially over the telephonewhen no
visual featuresare present).Also, the merepresenceof features associated with a particular role in society (e.g., a
waiter's or police officer's uniform) canalso trigger stereotypes associated with that role (see Cohen & Ebbesen,
1979; Taylor, 1981).
To a certain extent,categorizingand pigeonholing people quickly and efficiently in terms of their group membership is adaptive and defensible in that we cannot possibly
attend and individuate everyone we encounter. Macrae,
Milne, and Bodenhausen(1993; seealso Macrae, Bodenhausen,et al., 1994)have found that stereotypesdo allow
for more efficient processingof information about people,
in that less attentional capacity is neededand can thus be
devoted to other, goal-relevanttasks. Dijksterhuis and van
Knippenberg (1996a) provide evidence suggesting that

stereotype activation also inhibits stereotype-inconsistent
information from gaining access to control processes.
Thinkingaccuratelyand"completely about anything-including peopleand attitude issues-takes effort, and unless
an individual is especially motivated to engage in this effort, control over the default automatic processis usually
not taken (Devine..1989; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990). And, if
the personis not aware that a stereotypehas beenactivated
and is influencing his or her judgment, no control is possible anyway (Bargh, 1989; Strack& Hannover,1996).
Is Stereotyping Inevitable? The automaticity of the
pickup of stereotype-relevantinfonnation makesone wonder whether stereotyping is indeed obligatory in social
judgment. This remains, however,an open question. The
evidenceto date suggeststhat automatic stereotypeactivation dependson the strengthof the associationbetweenthe
representationof the group (including distinguishing group
features)and the representationof the group stereotypein
memory. While for many stereotypesthis connection may
be so frequently usedby most people that it becomesautomatic for the averageperson,for other stereotypesthat are
less implicitly assumed by members of the culture, this
connectionmay be more tenuous.
Devine (1989)has found that white Americans' stereotype of African Americans becomes active when verbal
stimuli related to that stereotype are presented subliminally; thus stereotypescan become activated without the
individual being awareof it and consequently,unintentionally, given the presenceof group features in the environment. Pratto and Bargh (1991) found that gender stereotypes becomeactive to influence judgments abouta target
personevenunder infonnation overloadconditions; that is
efficiently (see also Macrae et al., 1993). But Gilbert anc
Hixon (1991) did not find an influence of the mere pres
ence of an Asian-American in a videotape on stereotypic
completions of word fragments (e.g., S_Y as SHY insteac
of Spy) when participants'attentional capacitywas loade.
by a secondarytask (whereasthe stereotypicinfluence di
occur in the nonoverloadcondition). It appears,thereforl
that stereotypesmay vary in their easeor automaticity c
activation. Those that are activatedmore consistentlyupo
the presenceof a memberof the stereotypedgroup will t
more likely subsequentlyto becomeactivatedunimentiol
ally and efficiently.
One might expect this connection betweenrepresent
tion of a group and its stereotypictrait conceptsto vary
strengthas a function of the prejudice level of the ind,ivi
ual. That is, the more prejudiceda person,the more like
he or she activates those stereotypic trait concepts who
encounteringa memberof thatgroup. Devi~e (19.89)"ho'
ever, found that the probability of automatic actlvauon
the African-American

stereotype did not fluctuate a~

function of scoreson the Modem RacismScale (McCOI~
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hay, Hardee, & Batts, 1981). The subliminal presentation
of stimuli related to the stereotype(e.g., musical, lazy, welfare, ghetto)activatedthe entire stereotype,including con.
tent not presentedas priming stimuli suchas "hostile," for
all participants regardlessof their responseson the racism
scale.Stereotypeactivation was evidencedby more hostile
ratings of a target person in a subsequentimpression formation task by those participants exposed to the stereotype-relevant stimuli. Bargh, Chen, and Burrows (1996,
Experiment 3) recently found that subliminal presentation
of African-American faces to white male participants resulted in increasesin the participant's own hostile behavior-a behavioral effect of automatic stereotype activation-and
again this effect was not moderated by
participants'Modern Racismscores.
In contrastto this, Fazio et al. (1995)have observedindividual variations in prejudicial behavior as a function of
stereotypestrength. They presentedparticipants with the
faces of African Americans and whites as part of an explicit memory task; participants were instructed to attend
to each of the faces because they would be asked to rememberthem later (they could, later, at better than chance
levels). Following each (brief) face presentation a target
adjective appeared that participants were to classify
quickly as either good or bad in meaning. Following the
logic of the Fazio et al. (1986) study on automatic attitude
activation,the authors argued that attitudes toward African
Americans could be measured in terms of whether the
presenceof black faces facilitated responsesto negative
adjective targets and slowed responsesto positive targets,
aswould be expected if the presenceof a black face automatically activateda negative evaluation(i.e., a prejudicial
response).
For eachparticipant the degreeof suchautomatic evaluation wascalculated. It was found that this scoredid in fact
predict the positivity of the participant's behavior to an
African-American experimenter,who during debriefing at
the end of the sessionhad coded the participant's friendliness.Thus, variations in the automaticity of the white participants' stereotypic conceptionof African Americans did
appearto exist, and parlayed into behavioral differences
with the black experimenter. Modem Racism scores did
not correlate significantly with this behavioral measure,
though they did with other questionnaireindicants of prejudice (i.e., the perceived fairness of the acquittal of the
four police officers in the RodneyKing case).
It seemsthen that individual differencesdo exist in the
automaticactivationof stereotypesupon the mere presence
of stereotyped-groupfeatures,and that the more prejudiced
an individual, the greater the likelihood of automatic
stereotyping(seealso Lepore & Brown, 1997). In part, the
discovery of this possibility has beencomplicated by the
use of the Modem RacismScale in this research,as it has
proven somewhatproblematic as a measureof these indi-
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vidual differences (see Fazio et al., 1995). At the same
time, however, moderation of stereotyping by degree of
racism may be..Jimited10 situations in which the individual
is processing information about the target person in a deliberate and goal-directedway. Justas in the automaticattitude activation literature,the resultsto date suggestthat the
greaterthe degreeof control processingof the stereotyperelevantstimuli, the greaterthe likelihood of obtaining moderation of stereotyping effects by strength of stereotyped
beliefs.
Automatic stereotypeactivation has effects beyond impressionsand judgmentsof stereotypegroup members.Because of the passive,spreadingeffects that social perception tendsto have on social behat.ior(cf. Berkowitz, 1984),
the perceiver may behave toward the stereotyped-group
memberin line with the contentof the activated stereotype
without realizing he or she is doing so. Bargh, Chen, and
Burrows (1996; Experiment 2) found that nonconscious
activationof the elderly stereotypecausedtheir experimental participants to walk more slowly down the hall (i.e., in
line with the "weak" and "slow" features of the stereotype) when leaving the experimentalsession,and that subliminal activation of the African-American stereotype
causedparticipantsto react with greaterhostility to the experimenter.In related work, Dijksterhuis and van Knippenberg (1996b)found that participantsprimed with the "professor" stereotypesubsequentlyscoredhigher in a gameof
Trivial Pursuit than did participantsprimed with the "soccer hooligan" stereotype.
Such evidence raises the spectre of a most insidious
way in which stereotypeshave influence and can be perpetuated: on being primed with the stereotypeof a target,
the perceiverproducesthe very behaviorexpectedfrom the
target. As the perceiver does not intend to behave in this
way, and so has no memory of any intention of doing so,
any reciprocal behaviorprompted from the target is likely
to be attributed to the target and not the perceiver.This is
particularly problematic in the caseof negativestereotypes
and behavior. An experiment by Chen and Bargh (1997)
has verified this automatic "behavioral confirmation" effect (cf. Snyder& Swann,1978):subliminal priming of the
African-American stereotypein one participant causedhis
or her interaction partner's behavior to be rated as more
hostile both by blind coders and by the stereotype-primed
participant.
Ironic Effects of Control of Stereotyping It turns out
that the control of stereotype-basedjudgments is not only
difficult at times, but may in fact yield exactly the stereotype inferences that one is attempting to control. It is not
only, then, that control processesmay suffer intrusion by
automatic stereotype inferences, but that the control
processesmay themselvescreate such inferences.This is
not a simple matterof the delegationof a control taskto an
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automatic processthat servesthe samepurposeas the control process. Rather, the production of such ironic inferencesappearsto occur as a result of the creatioffof automatic monitoring processes in the service of conscious
control--one which servesa purposeopposite the control
process (Wegner, 1994). Part of the mind looks automatically for the stereotypic thought the consciousmind is trying to control.
In their studies of the instructed suppressionof a stereotype, Macrae, Bodenhausen,Milne, and Jetten(1994) have
found that instructed control of prejudice can be problematic in just this way. Theseresearchersaskedparticipantsto
suppressstereotypethoughts in imagining the life of a target person belonging to a stereotyped group (a "skinhead"), and then later gave theseparticipants the opportunity to write their impressions of another person of this
group. As comparedto the impressionsof participantswho
did not first suppress stereotyping, these participants
formed more stereotypical impressionsof the second target. In another study in this series, Macrae, Bodenhausen
et al. (1994) examined the effects of this manipulation on
participants'choices of how close to sit to a targetjust after
having controlled their stereotypesof the target in an earlier impression-formationsession.As comparedto participants who were not instructed to suppress,these participants indeed had created less stereotypical imaginings
about the target. However,also as comparedto these uninstructed participants, the stereotype suppressorssubsequently choseto sit at a greaterdistance from the target.
According to the theory of ironic processesof mental
control (Wegner, 1994), to suppressa prejudiced state of
mind is to introduce operating and monitoring processes
and their inevitable potential for the production of ironic
thoughts and actions. Macrae, Bodenhausenet al. (1994)
provided evidence for this in their third study. They examined the effect of stereotype suppressionon participants'
lexical decision latencies. Participants suppressing the
stereotype of a skinhead indeed wrote less stereotypical
impressions of him, but at the same time were faster in
making correct decisions about stereotype-relatedwords.
So, although they were successfulin controlling their overall impressions, they appeared to be influenced by an
ironic monitoring processthat enhancedthe automatic activation of stereotypeinferences.
A similar eventuality has been tested in research by
Wegner,Erber, Bowman, and Shelton (1996) on the men'...1control of sexism. Participants for one study were
given the task of completing sentencesthat prompted sexist responses(e.g., "Women who go out with lots of men
are -,"
either under time pressure (mental load) or
without such pressure.Some participants were instructed
not to be sexist in their completions, whereas others were
given no particular instruction. Ratings were made by observersof the degree of sexism in each sentencecomple-

tion. It was found that without the imposition of time pressure, participants indeed made fewer sexist responses
when'they were trying not to be sexist. However, with
time pressure imposed,participants made more sexist responseswhen they were trying not to be sexist than when
they were not attempting any mental.control at all. The desire to control sexist responding, under the conditions of
diminished cognitive resourcesproduced by time pressurf',
created the ironic tendencyinstead to blurt out sexist remarks.
This ironic tendencywas observed in a second experiment that called for participants to respond rapidly to sexist and nonsexist statementsby judging them true or false
(Wegner, Erber et hi., 1996). When participants were
specifically instructed not to be sexist, they made unwanted juagments (calling a sexist statement true or an
egalitarian statement false) more quickly than desired
judgments (calling sexist statementsfalse or egalitarian
statementstrue). Without the instruction not to be sexist,
thesejudgments were all made with similar latencies. In
both of these experiments, the ironic effect was similar
for both males and females-and was no more pronounced for people of either sex who were high in dispositional sexism.This suggeststhat extreme underlying attitudes may not increase the likelihood of ironic
monitoring errors
Behavior Categorization Effects We have been concerned thus far with automaticity and control primarily in
the pickup of social information. A next stepin socialjudgment is connecting social information to more abstract
conceptions of personality. Now as it happens,social behaviors,once perceived,tend automaticallyto activate personality trait constructsto which they unambiguouslycorrespond (Carlston & Skowronski, 1994; Moskowitz &
Roman, 1992; Srull & Wyer, 1979; Winter & Uleman,
1984).
In initially proposingthis idea, Smith and Miller (1979)
suggestedthat such trait categorizationis a pervasiveresponsewe make to any and all behaviors, even when we
aren't trying tc form impressionsof the actor.To the extent
the featuresof .e behavior lIlatch closely with the features
of the trait representation-tbat is, if the behavioris unambiguous and clearly diagnostic of that trait-the trait category is activatedas part of perceiving the behavior. But if
the behavioris vague or ambiguous,opento more than one
interpretation, then which category is used to interpret it
becomesa matterof the relative accessibilities--or easeof
activation--of the various relevantcategories in memory
(Bruner, 1957; Higgins, Rholes, & Jones,1977). It is important, conceptually,to separatethis categorizationof the
behavior in trait terms from any subsequentattributional
processing in search of the cause of the behavior (e.g.,
Trope, 1986).
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Severallines of researchdocumentthe automaticity of
this categorizationprocess. Srull and Wyer (1979) primed
the trait concepts of hostility or kindness in their participants by exposing them to scrambledversions of hostile or
kind behaviordescriptions ("the kick shoe dog") as part of
an alleged testof linguistic ability. That thesebehaviorsunintentionally activatedthe correspondingtrait conceptswas
shown subsequently by more extreme ratings of a target
personalong that trait dimension.This effect was replicated
by Moskowitz and Roman (1992), who produced similar
priming effects throughhaving participantsmemorize traitrelevant behavior descriptions. Although in these studies
the participant's control processingtask had nothing to do
with personality or social judgment, the behavior descriptions nonethelessactivatedthe relevanttrait concepts.
The studies reviewed in the previous section provided
participants with behaviors that were clearly diagnostic of
a given personality trait. In such cases,as long as the personhas sufficient experiencein encoding that behaviorand
similar behaviors as instancesof the trait in question,the
mere occurrenceof the behavioractivatesthe trait concept
in memory. This is a data-drivenor "bottom-up" effect of
the environmental information on categorization. Knowledge is activated to the extent it is applicable to the environmental event (e.g., Higgins, 1989, 1996). However,
often social behaviors are ambiguous, open to more than
one interpretation (Bruner, 1958). Was the person whom
we saw running down the streetlate for something important, rushing to help a family member in trouble, trying to
escapeafter committing a crime, or just trying to get some
exercise?
When behavior~are not clearly diagnostic of a personality trait, two things can happen.One is that the perceiver
engages in a "search after meaning" (Postman, 1951): a
controlled considerationof the featuresof the behaviorand
its match with stored featuresof various relevant trait concepts and other knowledge structures. For example, let's
say that our street-runner was dressed in a businesssuit.
That doesn't fit our schemafor someoneout for someexercise, so we can move on to other, more likely reasons.The
second thing that can happen in the case of ambiguity is
that one of the relevant trait concepts may be accessible
enc'jgh in memory that it captures the behavior (Bruner,
1957; Higgins & King, 1981),producing by its top-down
effect the same categorization as would have been produced if the behavior itself was more diagnostic.
Trait concepts can become more accessible-and thus
likely to capture relevantthoughambiguousbehaviors--either through long-term frequencyor recencyof use.Those
concepts that are applied again and again by the person in
the controlled perceiving and judging of self and others
eventually become automatizedand capable of activation
by the mere presenceof the relevant behavior in the environment, regardlessof the current focus of controlled at-
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tentional processing (Bargh, 1984; Bargh & Pratto, 1986;
Bargh& Thein; 1985; Higgins;King., & Mavin, 1982).As
proposed by Smith and Branscombe(1988), thesechronically accessibletrait constructscorrespondto very efficient
behavior-to-trait encoding pathways. Thus, even when attention is overloaded,these constructs detect and process
relevantbehaviors(Bargh & Thein, 1985).And chronically
accessible constructs also capture and encode behaviors
that are ambiguously relevantto that trait, so that the perceiver considersthem diagnostic of that trait (and so influencing the impressionof the target on that trait dimension)
when other perceivers-who don't have that construct
chronically accessible-would not (Bargh, Bond, Lombardi, & Tota, 1986;Bargh; Lombardi, & Higgins, 1988).
Trait constructs also can become temporarily more accessiblethan other relevantones if they have beenusedrecently (i.e., "'primed"). Higgins, Rholes,and Jones (1977)
showedthat if participantshad beenexposedto a trait term
(e.g., adventurous,brave) recently as part of a task having
nothing to do with personality or social perception, they
were more likely to interpreta subsequentlypresentedambiguous behavior (e.g., "he sailed alone across the Atlantic") in terms of that trait instead of other potentially
relevant trait concepts (e.g., reckless, completely nuts).
Subsequentstudies have replicated this finding and explored its parameters(e.g., Bargh & Pietromonaco,1982;
Erdley & D' Agostino, 1987; Srull & Wyer, 1979).
What is important about trait construct accessibility is
that it producesautomatic behavior-to-traitencodingsjust
as if the behaviorwas not ambiguousbut insteadclearly diagnostic.The individual is not aware of the influenceof accessibility on the easeor fluency of the perceptualprocess,
just that the behavior seemedclearly relevantto that trait
and that no effortful searchafter meaning was necessary.
People may use the felt ease of categorizationas a cue to
its validity, and trust perceptionsthat requirelittle or no effort more than those that do.
For example, Sherman, Mackie, and Driscoll (1990)
had participants evaluate the effectiveness of politicians.
Information about the politician's abilities in both foreign
affairs and in domestic affairs (e.g., managing the economy) was presented.Participantshad beenprimed beforehand, however,on dimensions relevantto one or the other
ability domain. Results showed that the primed dimension
was subsequentlygiven more weight in the participant's
overall evaluations,consistentwith the hypothesisthat the
participant would attribute the greaterprocessingeaseor
fluency caused by the priming to the diagnosticity of the
information itself.
What the priming literature shows is that people are
typically not awareof the impact that their internalperc~ptual readinessesplay in their interpretations of the social
environment and will misattribute the apparentclarity of
the perceptualinterpretationproducedby that readinessor
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accessibilityto the clarity and unambiguity of the information itself. This is both good news and bad news. Taking
the bad news first, priming and other accessibility influencesoperateas nonconsciousbiases,and if a personis not
aware of a sourceof bias,he or she cannotadjustor control
for it_(Bargh,1989).The good news is that the "bias" may
be less of an error than a reflection of the individual's frequent or recentexperience;in a way, then, accessibility influences add in "priors" or base-ratesof behavioralprobabilities into the interpretation equation (see Higgins &
Bargh, 1987; also Anderson, 1990).
Assumed in this discussionis that priming results in the
assimilation of the ambiguous behavioral information into
the accessiblecategory; that is, the behavior is seenas an
instanceof that trait. This is the passiveor automatic effect
of priming. However, if the person is aware of possibly
having been influenced by the priming events, regulation
occurs and control is exerted over that influence. Herr,
Sherman,and Fazio (1984) showed that when extremeexamples of a trait-type are usedas primes (e.g.,Dracula as a
prime of the trait of hostility), the outcome is contrast
away from, rather than assimilation into, the category.The
observation"Donald demandshis money back at a store"
pales somewhatas an instanceof hostility comparedto the
practice of sucking the blood out of countlessvictims. One
possible reasonfor the contrasteffect (insteadof assimilation) is that extremeprimes are especially memorable,and
so are likely to still be in consciousness later on when
judging the ambiguous targetbehaviors.This is consistent
with the principle that for control over a socialjudgment to
be exerted,the individual must be aware of the (potential)
influence.
Additional support for this interpretation comes from
several subsequentstudies (Lombardi, Higgins, & Bargh,
1987; Newman & Uleman, 1990;~ee Strack & Hannover,
1996) in which awarenessof the priming eventsat the time
of the later impression formation task resulted in contrast
effects, while a lack of residual awarenessresulted in assimilation effects. Awareness was assessedby seeing if
participants could still recall any of the earlier priming
events.Another manipulation likely to increasethe chances
that the priming events will still be in consciousnesslater
at the time of the impression task-a more effortful processing of the priming stimuli by participants (Martin,
Seta, & Crelia, 1990)-also results in contrast instead of
assimilationeffects.
Intriguingly, there seems to be something automatic
aboutthis control process,becauseall that was required to
produce contrast in the Lombardi et al. (1987) study was
that the priming stimuli were still in consciousnessenough
to be recalled; participants were not aware of how they
were being influenced by thosepriming stimuli, which had
been presented(as is usual) as part of a separate,earlier
experiment.

Phenomena

Control over a priming effect need not always result in
contrast effects, however. Wegenerand Petty (1995) have
shown.that it depends on that participant's theory of how
he or she might have beeninfluenced by the prime. If the
theory is that the effect should be one of contrast, such as
judging the desirability of Salt Lake City as a vacationdestinationafter being primed with names such as Bermuda
and San Francisco, then the control processresults in assimilation, not contrast,to the primed categories.
Finally, it appearsto be possible for control over priming effects to be exerted evenbefore the primes have been
presented.Thompson, Roman, Moskowitz, Chaiken, and
Bargh (1994) informed some participants that they would
have to justify and defend their judgments to others later
on. This "accountabnity" manipulation (Tetlock, 1985)
preventedsubsequentlypresentedpriming stimuli from influencing impressionsfor these participants,while participants not made to feel accountable showed the usual assimilative priming effect. Apparently, motivations to be
accurate can protect even against priming influences on
judgments.
Are Social Judgments Made Automatically? Once social information is detected and comprehended-and has
activated trait categories,stereotypes,and 'other stored information in memory-are there automatic ways in which
these sourcesof information are subsequentlyused? Researchon the automaticity of social judgmentshas shown,
for the most part, that impressionsand otherjudgments are
not made unless the individual has both the intention and
the attention (i.e., enough processing capacity) to make
them (Bargh, 1989,1990). Bargh and Thein (1985), for example, gave participants explicit instructions to form an
impression of a target person, but those for whom attentional resourceswere in short supply (due to rapid presentation of the relevant information) were not able to do so
while the target information was being presented.
What if the participant had the attention but not the intention?Chartrand and Bargh (1996)presentedto participants the same information as in the Bargh and Thein
(1985) study, giving them plenty of time to read and consider each behavior,but with no explicit instructions other
than to read them in order to answerquestionsaboutthem
later. Participantsin the control condition showedno signs
of having formed an impression about the target person.
(The impression-formation goal was primed subliminally
for other participantsin the experiment,and they did form
an on-line impressionof the target.)Thus, it appearsthat
both the intention to form an impressionand the attentional
capacityto do so are necessaryingredientsif judgmentsare
to be made.
Research on the spontaneous trait inference effect
(Lupfer, Clark, & Hutchison, 1990; Newman & Uleman.
1989; Winter & Uleman, 1984; Winter, Uleman, & Cun-
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niff. 1985)also typically asksparticipantsto memorize behavior descriptions that are clearly diagnostic of a certain
trait (e.g.. ..The plumber took the orphansto'1hecircus"};
After the study phase of the experiment,a cued reI-aIl test
is given in which participants1ry to remembereach of the
sentences.Different types of cues are given, some related
to the actorof the sentence(~.g., .'pipes"}, someto thegis.
of the sentence(e.g., ..enjoyableouting"), and somecorresponding to the trait implications of the behavior (e.g.,
"kind"). To the extent that participants had spontaneously-unintentionally and in the course of memorizing
the sentence-encoded it in terms of a personality trait,
this trait cue should producethe highestrecall. In an oftenreplicated finding, the trait cue does increasethe retrievability of the behavioral portion of the sentence,again confirming that behaviorsare unintentionally encodedin terms
of trait concepts.
An important issue in this line of researchis whether
the encoding of behaviors in trait terms stops with trait categorization, or continues on to the encoding of the target
person-the actor-in terms of that trait concept as well.
This would be tantamountto automatic dispositional attributions, going directly from the perception of a social behavior to an encodingof the actoras having the personality
trait exemplified by that behavior.
The evidence for such preconsciousdispositional attribution is mixed. Although Winter and Uleman (1984) obtained superior recall of the behavioral portion of the sentence stimuli with trait cues, recall of the sentence actor
was not facilitated, as would be expected if participants
had been attributing that trait automatically to the actor.
Bassili and Smith (1986) and Lupfer et al. (1990) replicated thesefindings using the original paradigm, in which
participants were not trying to form an impression of the
actor; but in experimentalconditions in which participants
did have the conscious impression goal, the trait cue did
laterfacilitate rer,,;ll of t~e sentenceactor (Bassili & Smith,
1986; Moskowitz & Uleman, 1994; D' Agostino, 1991). It
would seemfrom thesestudies that the preconsciouseffect
is limited to trait categorization of the behavior, but that
causal attribution for the behavior in terms of the actor's
personality is a goal-dependentconsequenceof trying to
form an impressionof him or her.
In line with this conclusion, Gilbert and his colleagues
have found that when participants have the intention of
forming an impression of a person, they do go directly
from the target's behavior to an attribution of the causeof
the behaviorsto the target's personalityor disposition (e.g.,
Gilbert, 1989, 1998, in this Handbook; Gilbert & Krull,
1988; Gilbert & Malone, 1995; Gilbert & Osborne,1989;
Gilbert, Pelham,& Krull, 1988). Given that the individual
is motivatedto form an accurate,detailed impressionof the
target person(see Fiske & Neuberg, 1990),he or she will
typically examinethe situational context in which behavior
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takes place wpen developing an attribution for its cause.
What Gilbert'~ rcseurchhas shown is that the first step in
this-attrifjution process-given the goal to form an impression-is an automatic attribution of the cause to the target's personality. He has demonstratedthis by preventing
the control process, which requires attentional capacity,
from operating by distracting panicipants with a second
task. When attentional capacity is not loaded through this
cognitive busyness manipulation, panicipants are influenced by clear situational constraints on a target person's
behavior-such as a person looking anxious and embarrassed when asked publicly to describe her sexual fantasies. But when instructed to repon each of a series of
numbers scrolling by on tho videotape monitor on which
they are watching the target person,panicipants disregard
the situationalconstraintsand concludethe targetis dispositionally anxious (Gilbert et al., 1988).
The spontaneoustrait inference and cognitive busyness
researchcombine to show that behaviors are unintentionally encoded in terms of personality trait constructs, and,
especiallyif the goal of forming an impressionis operative,
the personwho performed thosebehaviorsmay also be automatically encoded as possessingthose traits. However,
going from behaviors to traits is not an innate cognitive
function. We must first learn what behavioral features
stand for each trait, and only when we engage in this encoding procedure sufficiently often does the associative
pathway between behavioral features and trait constructs
becomeautomatized.
Newman (1991), for example, examined the development of spontaneous trait inference propensities; firstgraders rarely made even intentional trait inferences, but
the tendencyto use trait conceptsto understandbehavior
blossomed in fifth-grade students (in fact, fifth-graders
.were more likely to infer traits spontaneouslythan were
adults). Smith (e.g., Smith, Branscombe, & Bormann,
1988; Smith & Lerner, 1986; Smith, Stewan, & Buttram,
1992; for reviews see Smith, 1994, 1998, in this
Handbook) has found that the efficiency (speed) with
which behaviors are encoded in terms of traits increases
with practice. Bassili (1993) found too that prior practice
in making trait inferences from behaviors increased the
probability of panicipants' spontaneouslymaking them
later. Newman (1993; Uleman, Newman, & Moskowitz,
1996) reponed both cross-cultural and individual differencesin the occurrenceof spontaneoustrait inferences.
Taken together,the lesson of these findings is that behaviors are encoded spontaneouslyand unintentionally in
terms of the trait constructsfor which they are relevant,at
least for the more frequently used trait dimensions, and
when there is sufficient processingcapacityto makethe inferences. Efficiency in trait categorization, on the other
hand, comes with practice in applying that category (e.g.,
Bargh& Thein, 1985).

-
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Automatic Activation of Judgment Standards There
are other aspectsof the judgment processbesidesinformational input that can exert unintended, automatic influences.Judgmentsinvolve a comparisonof the observedbehavioral event to a comparison standard (e.g., Helson,
1964; Biernat, Manis, & Nelson. 1991), with the event
being either assimilatedto or contrasted against that standard. Higgins and Stangor (1988) found in a change of
standard effect-that if one keeps the informational input
the same,but changesthe judgment standard,the judgment
is changedas well. This accoullts for why it may seemto
us that it snowed more when we were kids than now as
adults,becauseback then it frequently came all the way up
to our knees.
Becausejudgments involve a comparison of input to a
standard.automatic activationof standardscan exert an unseeninfluence onjudgments just as canautomatic informational input. Severalstudies have now demonstratedsuch
effects. Baldwin, Carrell. and Lopez (1990; seealso Baldwin & Holmes, 1987) subliminally primed participants
with the faces of significant others in their lives and
showedan effect of theseprimed standardson participants'
self-evaluations. Straumanand Higgins (1987) presented
participants with stimuli relatedto either their self-standard
for how they ought to be or to their self-standardfor who
they ideally want ~obe. These stimuli automatically produced physiological reactions in line with the emotionsassociated with these standards(i.e.. anxiety/higher arousal
to the activated ought standard,dejection/lower arousalto
the activated ideal standards),as predicted from the fact
that participants' opinion of the actual self was significantly discrepantfrom thesestandards.
Summary In general,informational input to social judgment as well as behavioralresponseprocessescan be furnished either through automatic or control processmeans.
The preconsciousautomatic processingof certain features
of people and their behavior occurs,by definition, regardless of the current focus of control processing (i.e., multitasking). If there is no current control processoperating to
pick up information relevant to it, then subsequentsocial
judgment processeswill, by default, be based largely on
automatically furnished sources of input (Bargh, 1989).
Currentpurposesadd into the mix the forms of information
relevantto thosepurposes;for example,if one is motivated
to form an accurate,fleshed-out impressionof an individual, the control processwill attend to and pick up individuating details about that person,so that the impressionwill
not be based only on the automatically supplied input
(largely stereotypic assumptionsbased on easily observable features;seeFiske & Neuberg,1990).
There are a variety of internal representationsthat become activated automatically in the course of social life,
suchas attitudes,representationsof social groups,anything

to do with one's senseof self, and whateveris relevantto
achieving one's current goals, Not only do these activated
representationsthen play a major role in one's impressions
and"judgments about the situation, they also directly and
nonconsciouslyaffect one's behavior in it. All these automatic effects-from attitude activationto stereotypeactivation to behavior categorization-appear to be more pervasive and general when the environmental event is not
currently the focus of control processing, and to vary in
probability as a function of one's frequencyof experience
with the event when it is the current focus of deliberate
processing.

EmotionExperience
In the traditional philosophy of emotions, the passions
arise in us only to be overcomeby reason.Emotional states
happento us automatically, in other words, and then we
may try to stop them through the implementationof some
control process (Clark & Isen, 1982; Gilligan & Bower,
1984; Ohman, 1993). So, for example, we automatically
get angry when we are provoked by a bad driver and then
we try to control this anger,ideally before we get out of the
car and bite someone.As it happens, though, automatic
starting and controlled stopping are not the only processes
governing emotionalexperience.There are times when it is
useful to think of controlled starting of emotions (as when
our conscious thought processes help us to understand
what emotion we should be feeling in an ambiguoussituation), and there are also instanceswhenautomaticstopping
becomes evident (as when we anticipate fear or sadness
and immediately try not to think about it). In this section,
we consider separatelythe casesof emotion-relevantprocessingsuggestedby the fourfold table of automaticityversus control and starting versusstopping.
Automatic Starting
The automaticity of emotion onset
seems almost definitional of the concept of emotion. Emotions typically interrupt our activities, reorienting us toward something we had not been considering (Simon,
1967). We may have the conscious goal of emptying the
wastebasket, for example, and be interrupted by an emotional reaction when we see something disgusting at the
bottom. Mandler (1984) points out, though, that emotional
interruptions do not invoke irrelevant or bizarre concerns.
Rather, they reorient us toward items that we may not have
currently been considering in consciousness, but that are
background concerns that always matter in some sense,
and that probably should be considered consciously at this
time. In this sense, the processes that produce emotions
may be said to yield unconscious vigilance for items of p0tential significance to us.
The idea that emotion onset is automatic comes from a
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variety of literatures, most of which point to the "basicness" of emotional expression and behavior. Emotion
seemsbasic in view of the similarity of human emotional
behaviorto animal emotional behavior (Andrew, 1963),the
early developmentof emotional responses(Emde, 1984)
and processesof emotion imitation {Haviland & Lelwica,
1987),the evolutionary primitiveness of some of the brain
centers that govern emotion (MacLean, 1993), and the
cross-cultural similarity of emotion expressions (Ekman,
1992).Theseobservationspoint to an evolutionarily fundamental behavior production system. It is unlikely that behaviors emanating from such an apparentlyinnate system
(Frijda. 1986)would not be automatic in severalimportant
senses.Analysesand reviews of researchon the automaticity of emotionalresponses(Clark & Isen, 1982;Gilligan &
Bo\\.er, 1984: Hansen & Hansen. 1994: Ohman, 1993;
Pratto. 1994)point to the wide rangeof contemporarycognitive and social researchthat is consistent with this generalhypothesis.
Researchhas assessedautomaticity directly, for example. by establishingthat emotional behaviorand experience
can occur without awarenessor cognitive effort. Corteen
andWtmd (1972) performed an important study suggesting
this possibility. in which participants attended to a prose
pas~agepresent~dto one ear while repeating it aloud. At
the same time. a list of city names was presented to the
nonattendedear. Participants who had previously experienced mild electric shocks linked with some of the city
names~howedhigher skin conductancelevel (SCL; a measureof autonoruicnervous system arousal)during the presentationof those namesas comparedwith others,whereas
participants without such prior experience did not show
this response.This result was replicated by Corteen and
Dunn (1974) when additional checkswere made to ensure
participants'lack of awarenessof the city namesthat were
presented.
A different approachto the alltomaticity of emotional
respon~es
was ini.lated by Zajonc ~1~/)O)with the theory of
affective primacy, as mentioned earlier. The affective primacytheory hasreceiveda different sort of test in more recentresearchby Murphy and Zajonc (1993). Thesestudies
l:xamilledparticipants'affective responsesto Chineseideograph~that were presentedfollowing either extremely brief
presentationsor longer presentationsof smiling or frowning faces.The briefly presentedfaces generatedshifts in
participants'preferences for the ideographs,whereas the
facespresentedat longerdurationsdid not. This interesting
finding suggeststhat emotional priming may be more effectivewhen it occurs without consciousnessthan when it
IJCcurs
with consciousness.
It makessensethat emotions are more compelling and
intensewhen they intrude upon our consciousnessas the
re~ultof automatic processesthan when they are brought
into consciousnessas the result of conscious intention.
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This idea is reflected in Proust'sLaw of lntennittence, that
"emotion-ladell'stimuli thatieave one cold when sought
out or turned to in thought may move one strongly when
stumbled upon" (Frijda, 1986,pp. 427-428). Wegnerand
Gold (1995) suggestedthat this effect might explain why
the suppressionof emotional thoughts enhances subsequent emotional reactions to those thoughts (cf. Wegner,
1992; Wegneret aI., 1990).The intrusive,automatic return
of emotional thoughts stirs emotional experiencefollowing
suppressionmore than the controlled appearanceof such
thoughts that occurs when we intend to entertain them.
Wegnerand Gold found marked emotional reactions (i.e.,
increasedSCL) in participant$who had just finished trying
to suppressthe emotional thought of a still-desired old
flame. The intrusion relation between control and automaticity may thus have relevance for the experience of
emotion.
Controlled Starting The initiation of emotional experience through control processesrepresents an interesting
counterpoint to the literature on automatic initiation. The
idea that people might, under certain circumstances,consciously or effortfully participate in the creation of their
own emotions has surfaced only sporadically in the literature, usually just in the form of the hypothesis that people
try to be happy (Clark & Isen, 1982; Klinger, 1982; Zillmann, 1988). Although this is an important observation,
there are reasonsto believe that control processesmay participate in the production Jf a far wider range of emotional
experience.As Ekman, Friesen, and Simons (1985) have
suggested,some degreeof conscious regulation may even
be inherent in all emotional experience,differentiating it
from simple reflexes suchas the startleresponse.
One line of thinking in this regard is suggested by
Schachter and Singer's (1962) analysis of the role of
"epistemic search" processes in the production of emotion. Their theory proposedthat the effect of an emotional
stimulus is to initiate a generalized form of autonomic
arousal,and that, to the extent sucharousal is unexplained
or not easily attributed to an emotional stimulus, the further effect is the creationof a cognitive searchfor emotionrelevant information. Although Schachterand Singer did
not specify whetherthis searchprocessis likely to be automatic or controlled, subsequentresearchhas suggestedthat
it could require monitoring-at least one harbinger of a
control process.In particular, Wegnerand Giuliano (1980,
1983)found that arousalcreatedconditions of self-focused
attention, in that participants who had exercisedwere subsequentlymore inclined to select flTSt-person
singularpronouns to complete ambiguoussentences.The related findings that experimentally enhancedself-focused attention
tends to intensify emotion experience (Scheier & Carver,

1977) while decreasingsusceptibility to emotion misattribution (Gibbons, Carver, Scheier,& Hormuth, 1979)sug-
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gest that the operation of this monitoring process does
function to instigateeffective labeling of emotionalstates.
The notion that control processesare involved in em~
tion appraisalbrings with it the implication that emotional
situations and the emotions themselvesmay differ in their
reliance on automatic versus control processes. Certain
broad or important emotional meanings (in particular, thepositive-negative dimension) might exert their influences
on the personquite automatically.whereasother meanings
might require significant cognitive effort and consciousreflection to appreciate(see Leventhal, 1979; Scherer,1984;
Zajonc, 1980). Many emotional states,then.,might be "tine
points" placed on our automatic responses,in the sense
that they require the operation of consciousprocesseseven
for the emotion to be felt. The specific emotionone feels in
a grocery store upon having someone push a cart over
one's foot, for example, might begin automatically with
some global negative feeling, and then resolve over time
with a conscious review of the circumstancesinto a specific feeling of angeror annoyance.

control dependson how it is done and how well it is done.
Strategy choice is a key element of emotion control because many strategies"cansimplyberaulty, not up to the
job. The person who tries to overcome social anxiety by
envisioning the awkwardness and weirdness that could
happen in an upcoming social encounter, for example,is
not likely to enjoy much control over this emotion. Strategies vary dramatically in their effectiveness for emotion
control, as clinical research clearly documents (e.g.,
Klinger, 1993), and quite different strategiesare needed,
too, for the control of different emotions (Frijda, 1986).
The most nettlesome problem in strategy choice, though,
occurs becausepeople do not seemnaturally to appreciate
the fact that simple suppressionstrategiesusually backfire.
There is now a considerable body of evidence to indicate
that while thoughts themselves might subside for a time
(e.g., Kelly & Kahn, 1994; Wegner & Gold, 1995),emotions are often intensified by our attempts to suppress
thoughts about them (Foa & Kozak, 1986; Pennebaker,
1990; Rachman, 1980; Wegner et al., 1990; Wegner &
Gold, 1995; Wegneret al., 1993). Strategiesinvolving disControlled Stopping The role of control processes in
traction or reinterpretation that differ from suppression
emotionalexperienceis, as we mentioned previously, usuonly subtly may, nevertheless,be quite helpful (Nolenally understoodas an inhibitory one. The prototypical emoHoeksema,1993; Wegner& Wenzlaff, 1996),and for this
tion control processesare, after all, the defense mechareasonthe complexitiesof strategychoice can be challengnisms, and their role in protecting the individual from
ing indeed.
unwanted negative emotions is widely celebrated in
The second general factor in the effectivenessof emotion control is the individual's level of expertise in controlFreudian psychology. The operation of defense mechanisms has not beenempirically verified in a satisfying way
ling the emotion. Often, this just comes down to practice.
The depressedpersonhas frequently pushedsadnessfrom
by psychoanalysis proper, but the reconceptualization of
mind, for example, and so becomes somewhat adept at
suchprocessesin terms of emotion control has occurred in
doing this under certain conditions (Wegner & Zanakos,
many quarters (e.g., Lazarus, 1966, 1975; Meichenbaum,
1994). So,while emotion control may be consciousand in1977)and has produceda rushof researchand discovery.
tentional, it can benefit from the kinds of automatization
The basic theme in this researchis that people often deprocessesthat occur with frequentuse. Still, the automaticsire to avoid certain emotional experiences,and they thereity of emotion control that is achievedby a depressedperfore perform significant.mental and behavioral work in the
son who repeatedly tries not to entertain sad thoughts, or
attempt to prevent or terminate them. Researchhas indithe anxious person who attempts recurrently to avoid
cated, for instance,that people attempt (with variable sucthoughts of the anxiety-producing situation, is likely to be
cess)to control sad moods (Clark & Isen, 1982; Morris &
fragile. One typical emotion control strategyin depression,
Reilly, 1987; Salovey, Hsee,& Mayer, 1993), depression
for example,is to focus constantly on the future in a fierce
or sorrow (Nol.en-Hoeksema,1993; Pennebaker,1989; Tait
attempt to find a way out of the current situation; usually
& Silver, 1989; Wenzlaff, 1993), anxiety and worry (Roetheserepeatedattemptsfail and the individual is left with a
mer & Borkovec, 1993), pain (Cioffi, 1993), and anger
chronic and negativesetof beliefs aboutthe future (Ander(Tice & Baumeister, 1993). On occasion, even positive
sen, Spielman, & Bargh, 1992). Moreover, because atemotions are controlled when they become unwanted
tempts to control emotion frequently call for strategiesthat
(Erber. Wegner,& Therriault, 1996; Parrott, 1993). These
can instigate ironic processes, even practiced control
control processesinclude behavioralattemptsto avoid situations that would evoke the emotions,as well as processes processes can occasionally introduce ironic monitoring
that reinstates the unwanted emotion intrusively and rethat are more specifically targeted at the suppression of
peatedly. It may be only when emotion control processes
mentalcontentsand behavioralexpressionsassociatedwith
becomeso skilled as to be deployed without conscious inthe emotion(ct. Schneider,1993;Wegner,1989).
tent that they can quell emotion without inadvertentlycreEmotion control processesvary in their effectiveness
ating it.
for two key reasons: strategychoice and control expertise
This line of thinking suggeststhat a range of emotional
: Wegner,1994).Like any form of mental control, emotion
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sensitivitiesusually ascribedto automatic emotion starting
might ratherbe consideredin terms of theironiceffectScof
I:ontrolled emotion stopping. What has come to be known
asthe emotional Stroop effect, for example, is often con~idereda unique sensitivity to emotional stimuli held by
people sut'fering from emotional disorders. Watts, Mc.
Kenna,Sharrock,and Trezise (1986)found that individuals
with anxiety disordersare likely to take longer to namethe
I:olor of a word when that word is relevantto their anxiety
~timulus,and this effect has beenobserved now for depressionand severalother emotions (Dalgleish & Watts, 1990).
The related effect observedby Pratto and John(1991), and
also by McKenna and Sharma (1995), is interference with
I:olornaming for negative emotion words evenamong normal participants. This kind of sensitivity might be traced
either to automatic emotion starting processes (such as
thosementioned previously in the discussionof automatic
attitude activation), or to the ironic, automatic effects of
I:onsciousstopping processes(Wegner,Erber, & Zanakos,
1993). If conscious stopping can have such undesirable
ironic effects, It may be that stopping might better be car.
tied out without consciousdirection at all. This possibility
is thefocus of the next section.
Automatic Stopping
There are cases when the desire to
J\oid emotion may be itself uncontrollablo, unintentional,
unconscious, or relatively effortless, Frijda (1988) has propo~ed such "involuntary emotion control," remarking that
"one cannot at will shed restraint, as little as one can at
\vill shed anxiety or timidity" (p.355). The automatic inhihition of emotion makes sense as a way to understand the
contemporary literature on emotion repression (Erdelyi &
Goldberg. 1979; Weinberger, Schwartz, & Davidson,
1979). Inhibitory processes may occur prior to or during
emotional response, and these nt:ed not be initiated through
conscious control.
Indeed. it often seems that the desire to avoid emotional
,tates in certain forms of psychopathology is as deeply and
insistently experienced as the emotion itself. Reiss, Peter~on. Gursky. and McNally (1986), for example, find that
the sensitivity to anxiety has dispositional properties. Wegner and Zanakos (1994) reported that the tendencies to suppress thoughts in general and to avoid sad thoughts in particular are also reliable dispositions. The compulsion
people feel to avoid their unwanted emotions is remarkable. and some people seem to feel this compulsion more
.thanothers. Curiously, though, when people do report conscious interest in suppressing emotion, they seem to be
particularly awful at it. Conscious preoccupation with the
a\'oidance of anxiety or depression, in contrast to the trait
of defensive repression signaled by reports of low anxiety
and high social desirability (as in Weinberger et al., 1979),
i, associated with chronic high levels of the very emotion
that is unwanted (Wegner & Zanakos, 1994).

Unfortunately, most of the current evidence on differences betweencconsciousand automatic emotion stopping
comes from individual-difference findings that do not
allow the clear analysisof psychologicalprocess.This evidence suggests,though, that it may be useful to pursuethe
hypothesisthat the effectivenessof emotion stopping turns
on its consciousness.Emotion inhibition may work quite
effectively as long as the person is unaware of its operation. When automatic processesthat inhibit emotion are
overridden by conscious intention, however, ironic processessurfaceto increasethe accessibilityof the very emotional thoughtsand sensationsthat are being inhibited, and
the result is the intrusion of emotions (Wegner,1994). Just
as one may carry a brimful] cup of coffee acrossthe room
without a lurch as long as one is not thinking about it, only
to spill at the very moment one tries consciously not to
spill, emotion inhibition processes that come into consciousnessmay activatethe unwantedemotions.

ExpressiveBehavior
Some social behaviors occur more or less naturally and
spontaneously,expressingresponsesto situations or internal states. Others appearsto be generated on purpose to
create an impression. These observationshave long been
important in the study of nonverbalbehavior and self-presentation.The distinction betweeninvoluntary and voluntary expressionswas made early in the study of facial expression (Darwin, 1872; Duchenne de Boulogne,
1862/1990), and related distinctions between expressive
behavior that is spontaneous;genuine, or natural as opposed to intentional, posed, or deceptive are made in the
study of self-presentationand nonverbal communication
more generally (DePaulo, 1992; Ekman & Friesen, 1975;
Goffman, 1959; Jones & Pittman, 1982; Paulhus, 1993;
Schlenker,1980).
These literatures are reviewed elsewherein this Handbook (Baumeister,1998; DePaulo & Friedman, 1998), but
we wish to considerthree key topics of this area here: the
anatomical substrateof control and automaticity,the difficulty of control, and the social perception of control and
automaticity.
Anatomy of Control and Automaticity The literature
on expressivebehaviorreveals that the distinction between
automaticand consciouscontrol of behavior in somecases
can be drawn not just psychologically, but anatomically.
Genuineand posedfacial expressions,it seems,differ both
in the musclesand nervesinvolved. In the caseof muscles,
for example,whereasmusclesaround the mouth are enervated in posed smiles, those surroundingthe eyesbecome
involved in spontaneousor "Duchenne" smiles(Duchenne
de Boulogne, 1862/1990; Ekman, Davidson, & Friesen,
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1990).And more generally,the musclesin the lower half of
the face are more open to voluntary control than those in
the upper half (Ekman & Friesen, 1975). Iris, interesting
that the most "voluntary" parts of the face are also those
involved in talking..
The differing neural pathways of voluntary and spontaneousfacial expressions have been traced in detail: Ac"
cording to Rinn's (1984) comprehensivereview, volitionally induced movements of the face arise in the cortical
motor strip and course to the face through the pyramidal
(cortical) tract. Impulses for spontaneousemotional facial
expressions, in turn, arise from a phylogenetic ally older
motor system known as the extrapyramidal motor system.
Justas the cortexproducesintelligent and flexible behavior
in general, while subcortical processesyield heartbeats,
sneezes,and yawns, it appearsthat the more flexible forms
of facial expressionarise cortically whereasthe less flexible forms arise subcortically.
These differing pathways are particularly clear in the
double dissociationof the voluntary and spontaneousfacial
expressionsystems found in clinical cases (Rinn, 1984).
Some patients show "mimetic facial paralysis" in which
the facial musclescan be moved voluntarily, bulall spontaneous movementis lost. Other patients, in turn, show involuntary laughing and/or weeping (with only slight or no
provocation), but with an inability to inhibit these responsesvoluntarily. In the case of facial expression,then,
automaticityand control appearto be highly differentiated
anatomically. Although it may not be the case that such
distinct systemsproduce automatic versus controlled behavior of other kinds, the possibility of such partitioning
may be worthy of further study.
Difficulty of Control Perhapsthe most emphatic theme
in the literature on expressivebehavior is the difficulty of
expressivecontrol. The control of nonverbal behavior for
self-presentational purposes often sets control processes
againstautomatic processes,after all, and this regulation
conflict is often won by automaticity-so to result in intrusiun. Ekman and Friesen (1969) dubbed this phenomenon
"nonverballeakage," the occurrence of uncontrolled expressivebehaviorreflecting the person'sgenuineemotions
or attitudes even in the face of attempts at the conscious
control of social impressions.We all know what it is like to
plan to be nice to someonewe dislike, for example,only to
encounter the person and have our intended smile twist
into a dementedgrimace.
The central problem of the control of expressivebehavior is that there seemsto be so much to control. To createa
positive impression on a potential employer in an hourlong interview, for example, one might potentially try to
control one's words, of course,but also facial expressions,
gestures,postures,leanings, sighs, and vocal intonations.
This is not to mention the control of coughs, yawns, eye-

rolling, sneezes,blushes,itches, hooting, and all the other
little horrors of interview hell. The accumulatedliterature
ow nonverbaFcommunicationshowsthatthe fililure to control almost any of these little acts can yield an unwanted
interpretation(e.g., DePaulo,1992; Ekman, 1985),and the
prospectof trying to control all of this, or evenjust some
tiny part of it, seems not just daunting but preposterous.
How doesa personever fool anyone in everydaylife?
One avenueto successfulcontrol is automatization.The
repeatedpractice of self-presentationalstrategies may result in fluid and well-integrated performancesthat can be
deployed at will (DePaulo, 1902; Jones & Pittman, 1982;
Paulhus,1993). Expressiveactions that were once deliberate can take on the appearanceof genuinenesswhen they
flow so well that they n<1long'errequire consciouscontrol.
The added benefit of automatizationis that individual expressive acts become linked together such that each one
need not be thought about or controlled individually, and
instead the entire sequencebecomesperformable as one
piece. Vallacherand Wegner (1985, 1987) have suggested
that this integrationallows the personto control the action
through higher-level action descriptions. So, for example,
someonewho is practiced in impressing otherscan simply
intend to make a good impression,and so will not needto
identify all the componentsof this act separatelyand control themone by one (e.g., smile, shakehands,don't sweat,
don't undress immediately, etc.). People who have not
practiced a particular self-presentationwill not benefit by
suchan integrative understanding,however,and may even
be hurt by trying to control the overall impression they
l1l:Ov~.
Their performancecould be hurt by the disruption of
automaticity by consciouscontrol.
Several studies have tested this optimal identification
level hypothesis.Experimental participants in suchstudies
are given a self-presentationaltask that is easy or difficult
for them; they are told that a person they are meeting is
easy or difficult to impress (Vallacher,Wegner,McMahan,
Cotter, & Larsen, 1992),or that an audienceis easyor difficult to convince (Vallacher, Wegner, & Somoza, 1989).
Ritts and Patterson(1996) manipulated such difficulty by
testing socially anxious people (for whom self-presentation was assumed to be more difficult) and comparing
them to the nonanxious.Participantsare then given either
big self-presentationtasks to perform (e.g., make a good
impression),or small ones (e.g., rememberto smile). The
finding of these studies is that people who identify their
act of control at the level appropriate for the difficulty of
the task perform most successfully and feel best about
their performance. So, when the task is easyand likely to
be automatic, one can jump right in and try to "make a
good impression:' When the task is difficult and likely to
require control of many details, however, it is better to
focus on some one detail (e.g., smiling) and attempt to
control that alone.

"
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A different way to securethe control of expressivebehavior is the creation of genuine change.Quite simply, if
one's inner statechangesin the appropriateway,expressive
behaviorcan then issue directly from the expressionof that
stateand will not need to be controlled. This is the approach of the method actor (Stanislavski, 1965; see also
Hodges & Wegner, 1997). Of course, there are yet new
dark rooms filled with stumbling blocks in the area of the
mentalcontrol of inner states (Wegner, 1994),but the goal
of effortless control of expressive behavior might often
promote just such attempts at inner control. Wegner and
Erber (1993) suggestedthat the control of internal states
for self-presentationalpurposesin fact requires three varieties of mental control: the suppression of one's natural
state of mind, concentration on one's preferred state of
mind. and suppressionof any performance-related states
(e.g.. anxiety. concerns about the successof control, etc.).
This seemslike a lot to remember.However,all this might
come quite naturally with just the right mental control
strategy. A good strong image of one's own death in a
plane crash, for example, might motivate the perfect state
of mind for the effective presentationto the flight attendant
of one's desire for anotheralcoholic beverage.Appropriate
concentration on the right state of mind seems to carry
along with it an auxiliary ability to suppressthe wrong
stateas well as the worries aboutone's state.
Tampering with inner states in the pursuit of self-presentationcan be dangerous,however,as one is not likely to
rememberto put those inner statesback the way one found
them when the self-presentation gambit is no longer
needed(Wegner & Wenzlaff, 1966)The personwho tries
to act tough and threatening in a job as prison guard, for
example, may find that the self-generated anger bleeds
over inappropriately into interactions with family and
friends. Self-presentationserected for passing social pressurescan stay in place when mental control is usedto help
them along, after all, and the result may be permanent
inner changesthat are not permanentlydesired (cf. Jones,
1990; Tice, 1994). And even on a short-term basis, selfpresentationalgoals are like other goals in that they stay
activefollowing their intentional use and can thus operate
for a time unintentionally, in a fashion similar to primed
trait concepts (see Bargh & Green. 1997; Gollwitzer,
Heckhausen,& Steller, 1990).
Another danger of the self-presentational control of
both expressivebehavior and inner statesis that too much
control can beexerted.With sufficient motivation, a person
might try to quell every wrong behavior,and the result of
this is a kind of general social paralysis (Greene, O'Hair,
Cody, & Yen, 1985). At the extreme,control can also yield
iro~ic effects, such that people find themselvesperforming
the very expressive behaviors that are most unwanted
(Wegner,1994). Experimentalparticipants who are highly
motivated to deceive are often most inclined to "freeze"
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and leak nonverbalevidence of their deceit to observersin
just this way (DePaulo.Lanier. & Davis. 1983).
Perceptions of Control and Automaticity
In most domains of control and automaticity research,the issue of
whethera behavior,thought, or emotionis controlled or automatic is pretty much a matterofwhaLis going on inside
the person. With expressive behavior, however,this concern becomesfully public and, in fact, a matter of greater
importance to others. Perceivers become very curious
aboutthe actor's use of consciouscontrol when they expect
that they might be deceived. The question "does he love
me or is this a line?" comesup in manyguises.Control and
automaticity are, in this sense,personperceptionproblems.
It is importantto remember,though,that consciouscontrol of behaviordoes not on its face necessarilysignify deceit, nor does automaticity imply genuineness.If conscious
control leads a personto help someonein need, for example, who is to say that this actis not genuine?Similarly, if a
person makes an unintentional and automatic error, does
this mean that it sayssomethinggenuine aboutthe person's
inner statesor propensities?As a rule, the inferenceof deceit versus genuinenessrequires something beyond evidence on the control or automaticity of behavior per se:
there must be the intention to deceive.Consciouscontrol of
behavior is deceptive when the control is intended to deceive others; automatic behavior is genuine, in turn, when
it occurs in the context of conscious control that has been
initiated in the intent to deceive.
Given this caveat,it is interesting to examine just how
well the control and automaticity of expressivebehaviors
are discernedby perceivers.It turns out that when there is
no intent to deceive, the discrimination of posed versus
spontaneousexpressivebehavioris not very easy.Hessand
Kleck (J.994)found, for instance,that coders were generally poor at discriminating posed from spontaneousfacial
expressions.There are somecues,however,and the'general
trend seemsto be for spontaneousmovementsto be more
ambiguous and often less extreme than intended or controlled movements(e.g., Motley & Camden,1988). Posed
facial expressions tend also to differ from spontaneous
ones in their 1iming, duration, and symmetry (Ekman,
1985). When decepti<,...IS specifical;) intended,perceivers
seem to be able to pick up on these cues and make fairly
good judgments of whetherthe targetis trying to deceive
(DePaulo,1992).
The literature on expressive behavior reminds us, in
sum, of several key observations about control and automaticity that do not surface in the other literature on these
concepts.This approachemphasizesthat control and automaticity are not just different psychologicalprocessesbut
also can have different neuropsychological substrates.
Looking at expressive behavior also illustrates the sheer
difficulty of control in many social settings.And, this line
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of inquiry leads to an appreciation of the fact that control
and automaticity are not only functions within the person,
but are themselves perceived and studied by others in the"
conduct of social interaction.

CONCLUSION
Are people in control of their behavior in interactions with
other people. the opinions they form of those others. their
emotional reactions to events of the day? To what extent
are people aware of the important determinants of their
judgments. emotions. and actions. suchas the powerful effects of authority and conformity and the presenceof others'?These are questions that the classic studies in social
psychologywere designedto address.Theseare issuesthat
lie atthe heartof most social psychologicalphenomenawe
study today.
We have seen in this chapter that the classic studies
highlight automaticforms of humanresponding.Like much
of social psychology.thesestudiestake the consciouscontrol of behavioras a kind of backdrop,a taken-for-granted
assumptionthat makesinterestingnews when it is shownto
be in error.And in fact, this is a theme that hasservedsocial
psychologywell and no doubt will continue to do so as we
march forward in our continued quest to test science
against any and all sacredcows. As it turns out. however,
this chapterhasalso revealedthatthe larger portion of menIal processes,including those involved in social life, are
characterized by mixtures. transformations, and relations
between control and automaticity. We have attempted to
classify the forms of these interactions,suchas when a behavior is governed by a control versus an automatic
process.and what consequencesthis has for the phenomenon in question.The field is learning,as have we, that there
is a fundamental interplay betweenthese processesin sociallite. The mere observationthat pepple don't havecontrol hereor don't have control there may no longer be sufficient to create"classic" socialpsychologicalinvestigation.
We have also emphasizedthat control and automaticity
bOlhcan be describedbroadly in terms of control theories.
That is. both kinds of processesoperate in the service of
the individual's goals and purposes.Automatic processes
furnish a massive amount of information to control judgment and decision processes,more efficiently than would
be possible with the slower and energy-demandingcontrol
processesalone. They transform complex patterns of stimulation and produce simplifying categorizationson which
the slowerand more limited control processescan then operate. Conscious control processescan then consider this
input in a flexible and creative fashionshould that servethe
current purpose of the person-such as when it mattersto
be accurate and complete in one's opinion or decision.
Moreover. the control processis capable of regulating the
habitual or automatic process.again given the motivational
impetusto exert this control.

We have also discovered, in our reviews of the classic
and contemporaryresearchin the field, that control and automatic processing are not merely interesting topics for
cognitive psychologiststo research.They parlay into very
serious consequencesfor a person's phenomenalexperience (such as to the degreeto which one has control over
one's emotions)and for one's relations with others (suchas
whether one's opinions and treatmentof them is biased).
They relate to the way in which attitudes form and change,
to the way in which inner states are expressedto others,
and by implication, to one's degreeof free will in obeying
authority, conforming to others,and reacting to people in
need of help.
The distinction betw.eencontrol and automatic mental
processesis of critical importancein social psychologyprecisely becauseit is the dividing line betweenwhat we purport to know aboutourselvesand what we do not. While the
classicexperimentsin our field have shownus to be largely
ignorant of the powerful effects that authority figures and
majority opinion have on our behavior, at the same time
they demonstrateour rather automatic ability to get along
with othersand function smoothly in a social organization,
insteadof as individuals acting in the serviceof our separate
goals.Automatic processesconstitute a broad undercurrent
of life thatkeepsus connectedto the world andbehavingeffectively on manyplanesin responseto a welter of environmentaland internal stimulation. Yet at the sametime a thin
thread of conscious control organizes these automatic
processesand relates them to our goals and concerns.The
moment-to-momentinteraction betweencontrol and automatic processesis therefore the place where human goals
and mental processesmeet, and where the daily tasks of
survivalbecomeinfused with largerpurposesanddirection.
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